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FRENCH BOYS WHO WENT WHERE " DADDY " AND DANGER WERE
According to a well—known war correspondent, a number of French village lads had succeeded in getting to the firing line,
some of them having gone simply because their fathers were there, "determined to serve in the camp, and be with daddy
to the end." Once2with the soldiers it was difficult to send them back, and the coolness they displayed standing by while
the gunners were at work, or helping in some simple way, was the marvel of many a seasoned campaigner. Clearly
France's breed of warrior sons is in no danger of extinction.
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
IV.--The Great Russian Raid into East Prussia

A

BOUT the second week in August, General Renncnkampf, a brilliant Russian cavalry leader, was given
the command of a large mounted force, and ordered
to drive as fast and as far as he could into Prussia.
It was not an invasion ; it Was a raid; but a raid on a
scale hitherto unknown in modern Warfare. The Russian
general took with him the larger part of the_ Cossack
lancers and the finest regiments of Russian cavalry.
All the chivalry of the Tsar rode out to an unequal
encounter with 16o,000, German' troops, who possessed
every advantage in equipment and balance—heavy guns,
a superabundance of light artillery and Maxims, and that
superiority in musketry that belongs to the infantryman.
The thing seemed a vast and terrible mistake--a Charge
of the Light Brigade magnified some thousands Of times.
It looked as though. Russia were opening her campaign
against her strongest foe by something that was magnificent
but was not war.
East Prussia, a region of gloomy forests and stagnant
\\ aters, is an extremely difficult country to invade. Nature
has protected it from an easterly attack by a frontier of
low-lying marshes and bogs, with a string of great lakes
running to the south: Safe paths are wide apart, and
each was fortified at the critical point. There in the
marshes were entanglements, rifle-pits, and block-houses
with machine-guns, so built that one might have held
back an army along the road that bridged the swamps and
lakes.

light horse artillery that accompanies a cavalry division,
the raiders were lacking in gun poWer. 1 They could not
reply, to the enemy's batteries. They had either to ride
down the guns, across open country, with case-shot playing
on them all the way, or dismount and creep in open formation to the point at which a rush might carry the position,

The Fighting Value of
the Dreaded Cossack
The trenches were filled with more than a hundred
thousand German riflemen, and the fire of innumerable
Maxims had to be met. Only the incomparable Versatility
of the Cossack, who shoots as Well as he rideS;hitting
distant mark with his hOrse at full gallop, enabled General
Renhenkanipf to break the German centre. - On the
Russian Guard, officered by the pick of the nobility, fell
the heaviest fighting.
The enemy held a village of scattered farmhouses, set in
low, level land. Each farmhouse was full of riflemen
behind was ranged the German lines, from which Several
batterieS pouredshrapnel into the advancing Russians.
Clearing villaaes is infantry Work; but there were no
Russian foot soldiers
available. Some Russian Guards
t'
were near the spot. They dismounted, and fixed bayonets
—every Russian cavalryman carries a bayonet outside his
sabre-sheath--and skirmished round the outlying houses.
Slowly they worked their way to the village, clearing the
farms of sharpshooters as they went.
Meanwhile, a couple of German guns were firing on them
A Frontier of Bog
at short range, and an overwhelming number of entrenched
and Morass
infantrymen were raining bullets on them. When the
Guards cleared the village and advanced on the German
The German Military Staff had good grounds for supposing
lines, there was barely athird of them left standing. 'Yet
that this frontier could only be gradually won by siege
they pressed on within a hundred yards of the German
operations from the Russian side. This was why they
position. Their leader, who already had a bullet through
telt themselves free to swing all their best armies westwards
his thigh, now fell with a shattered shoulder. But the
in a swift, smashing movement on France.
Guards went on, their bayonets ready to strike.
In the meantime, they kept Russia occupied in two
They could see the eves of
directions. A million Austrian
their foes, and along the Ger,
troops advanced and menaced
man front there were signs of
Warsaw from the south, while
wavering. So a mounted squada German army moved in a
ron of the Russian Guards was
northerly direction towards th.e
sent full-tilt on the Prussians, and
simie city. It was a concerted
crashing on the flickering line
1310Vernent by the two Teutonic
of the enemy, captured the
Powers to conquer RiFsian,
guns, and then harried the
Poland, and then raise and arm
soldiers.
the Poles.
A wedge was driven clean
Such --N\ as the awkward posithrough the German, ,
tion of the Russians. They had
Three army corps fie, northenough to'do, it seemed, to hold
westerly towards, Koenigsberg ;
Poland ; the Cossacks were
the fourth corps ran south-west
urgently needed to form cavalry
towards Osterode. All four
screens in front of their armies
flung away their arms and amof defence. Yet this was the
munition, and even their food,
moment the Grand Puke
in their haste to save them.,
Nicholas chose for the wildest
selves. The intricate system of
raid in the annals of war !
defences in the swamp country
General Rennenkampf had at
was unused. Even a fortified
least the advantage of surprise.
position on the River Angerapp
The movement he was underwas abandoned without a fight,
taking was so extraordinary that
and the paths by which the
the German Staff was not prebeaten men ran were easily
pared for it. They thought the
followed by their pursuers. For
three army corps they left by
it was like a paper-chase, with
the marshes could delay a
cartridges, knapsacks, handhostile force of any size. But
grenades marking the way the
by an unexpected mobility of
hares had taken.
movement, the mounted CosThis panic evacuation of a
sacks brought on an action at
great tract of fortressed country
the frontier town of Gumbinnen
was somewhat of a surprise
on Saturday, August 22nd, and
even to the Cossacks. There
won at a blow the whole of the
seemed nothing in their victory
swamp lines of defence.
The Tsar with the Grand Duke Nicholas, whose brilliant
generalship has crushed the Austrian field forces and
that should have- led to so farThe battle was fierce; stubdealt a succession of staggering blows on the-allied
reaching and astounding a
born, terrible. Except for the
enemlee.

It is a noteworthy fact that many of the Tsar's best soldiers
and most valuable oincers bear .cottish nrmes. Thay are
descendants of the mercenary soldiers of Scottis.. uirt.i ....., used
to put their swords at the service of any European nation that

disaster to Prussia. But General Rennenkampf understood what had happened.
His raid was only one part of an enveloping _movement.
While his gallant men held the German army at the frontier;
and then broke it, another Russian force front Poland,
under General Samsonoff, was striking up to the west of
the marsh country, taking the beaten German troops in the
rear. That was why most of them turned again, and fled
towards the coast of the Baltic Sea and the fortress town
of Koenigsberg. Caught between two powerful Russian
forces, their entrenchments and blockhouses round the
MaSuran Lakes had become trays, and not defences. An
almost impregnable system of frontier defence, developed
by a century of labour and expense, was thus overthrown
in a day by cavalry raiders supported by distant second
army.
•
Victorious Russian Advance
on Koenigsberg.
By Wednesday, August 26th, all the difficulties that
Nature, assisted by military engineers, had, placed in --the
way of the Cossack advance in East Prussia, were behind
the battle front of the Russian armies. General Samsonoff,
in the south, moved towards the railway centre at Ostcrode ;
in the north, General Rennenkampf rode in pursuit of the
main body of 120,000 German troops.
•
So swift were the Cossacks that they almost arrived at
Koenigsberg with their fleeing foes. Advance guards of the
garrison had to take the field and fight a rearguard action
to Save their comrades.
- When, however, Koenigsberg was sighted the great raid
praCtically came to an end. For this city is reckoned the
strongest fortress in the German Empire. It is the coronation, capital of the Prussian race, their sacred city _from
which they rose to a dominion over the Teutonic peoples
that enables them to shadow Europe with their menace
and rock Christendom to ils foundations.
_
Being without heavy guns, siege engineers, and infantry
fordo, Rennenkampf could not endanger Koenigsberg.
Yet he would not leave it. He drew his army across its
eastern lines of communication, and made what 'preparations he could for a masking operation. In the meantime
swarms of his Cossacks went about the serious business of
this extraordinary campaign. From the fields of Eastern
Prussia the people of Berlin obtained the larger part of
their food supplies. The region was one of the four great
granaries of Germany, and the crops were ripening for the
hari,est on which Berlin expected to live for another twelve
months, in spite of the blockade of the British fleet.

offered employment and the joy of battle. In this group of
Russian officers, the figure on the extreme right is Colonel
Gillivray, next to him is Colonel Robertson, while the rider on
the horse furthest to the left is Major—General Ross.

The Far-reaching Effect
of the Great Raid.
But the Cossacks destroyed the crops, captured Tilsit
with its immense, stores and emptied it. Then the admirably-calculated effect of Rennenkampf's raid began to
tell. It told on France, and helped to save Paris. I t
told on Vienna, and helped to ruin Austria-Hungary ;
but especially it told on Berlin. There hungry Prussian
peasants began to arrive, trainload after trainload, in the
city that was looking to them for food. In thousands they
came, and then in tens of thousands. The populace of
Berlin became alarmed. The spectre of famine appeared
in the capital which had for weeks been celebrating the
daily victories of the invincible hosts of the Kaiser.
- What. the - German Military Staff thought of the matter
we - thr_ not yet know. If they were true to the Moltke
traditions they might have shrugged their. shoulders and
pursued, without a moment's hesitation; the task- on which
their entire energies were bent. For their armies of a
million and a quarter men were sweeping through France
in the swiftest, mightiest movement of attack known in
modern warfare.,
But as the Russian commander-in-chief had foreseen,
with incomparable insight, the Kaiser could not take
this impassible view of the effect of Rennenkampf's raid.
Being a man of excitable, impressionable temperament.
with a theatrical view of his dignity, the menace to the
coronation city of his family, and to the food supplies
of his capital, upset his balance.
German Forces in Other
Fields Depleted.
To content him, sonic two hundred thousand of his
best troops in France had to be rapidly conveyed across
Germany and flung against the audacious raiders. More
militiamen were ordered out, the fortresses on the -Vistula
were deprived of many of their_ guns, and the garrisons
sent to the battle front in the sacred soil of Eastern Prussias
Rennenkampf retired, fighting stubbornly and resisting.
every attempt to envelop him. The Germans forced 1 i it
at last over the frontier and invaded Russia. Rennenkampf continued to retire. The work, for the present,
was done. He had saved France and overthrown Austria.
For the German reinforcements, needed at Lemberg and
then on the Dneiper, had been sent against the 'raider ;
those afterwards sent to help Austria came too late.
The Cossack raid on Prussia is the most astonishing
bluff knon n to man.

Daring Raid on Dusseldorf b ritish Airmen

Flight—Lieutenant C. H. Collet, whose intrepid daring enabled him to guide his aeroplane
right through Belgium to the German city of Dusseldorf where he dropped three bombs
on the Zeppelin sheds, afterwards returning to his base in safety.

Captain Robin Gray of the Royal Flying
Corps who received the Legion of Honour
for distinguished service.
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The raid on the Dusseldorf Zeppelin sheds,
announced by the
British Press Bure-au
on September 23rd,
was the first great
feat of aerial daring
of which we had
information. The
weather was misty,
but in spite of difficulties of pilotage,
Flight-Lieutenant
C.
H. Collet approached
within ro feet of the
Zeppelin sheds and
threw three bombs
His machine, was
struck, but he , was unhurt, and he flew back
over zoo miles to hiS base
without having had to
touch earth during the
double journey.

The Zeppelin sheds'at Dusseldorf upon which three bombs were dropped by Flight—Lieutenant Collet in the course of the daring
air raid made by officers of the Royal Flying Corps, who gave proof of their superiority over the German aviators.
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The Frightful Havoc of a British Bomb

" The skill, energy, and perseverance of our Royal Flying Corps,
under Sir David Henderson, have been beyond all praise," said
Sir John French in his despatch of September 7th, and four days
later he again referred to their courage, illustrating how their
services had been of value. Primarily, their obiect is to collect

information, and therefore bomb—dropping has not been greatly
indulged in, but from a diary found on a dead German cavalry
soldier it was discovered that a high—explosive bomb thrown at
a cavalry column from one of our aeroplanes struck an ammuni—
tion waggon, and the resulting explosion killedfifteen of the enemy.

flic War Math ((ltd.
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The British Navy in Sunshine and Shade
FIGHTING at sea was distinctly brisk during the middle
of September. One of our auxiliary cruisers, the
Carmania, under the command of Captain Grant,' sunk
a large German converted liner, supposed to be the Cap
Trafalgar, or Berlin, off the east coast of South America
on September t4th. On the same day we lost by accident

Several German submarines have gone to the
bottom of the sea for good during the war and,

the Australian submarine AEI and repulsed German
attempts to sink the H.M. gunboat Dwarf in the Cameroon
River. At Zanzibar the hostile cruiser Konigsberg attacked
1-1.3,I.S. Pegasus whilst she was repairing machinery and
disabled lier. But our Navy's worst blow was the torpedoing
by submarines of three t2,000-ton cruisers on Sept. 22nd.

unfortunately, one of our own has shared the
same fate. It is the Australian submarine, AEI.

H.M.S. Aboukir, which, 'with its sister ships, the Hogue and
The armed British liner Carmania, which sank an armed
Cressy, were torpedoed by a hostile submarine, on September 22nd.
German liner in an hour and three-quarters on September 14th.
Inset : Captain Noel Grant, Carmania.

Submarine AE1 was last seen on September 14th, and its loss
is probably due to an accident, for no enemy was in the neighbour—

hood. Officers and crew numbered thirty—five, most of whom are
shown in this photograph, which was taken at Portsmouth.
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French Hero-worship of the British Soldier

" If it had not have been for our brave British troops, who knows
what would have become of France ? " The italics are ours, for
the remark was made by a French soldier. Kindly, big—souled
France has taken the British soldier to her great heart, and looks
upon him as one of her own sons. He is called Tommee, with the

accent on the last syllable, and, since he courageously stopped the
German rush to Paris, is in danger of being overwhelmed by
kindness. The photographs show a group of Tommies in the
market square of a French town, and one of our cyclists holding
an audience with some of his French comrades.
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Britain's New Line of Imports from Germany

A heap of tired, dispirited German prisoners, too fatigued to attempt to escape from the five British soldiers who guard them.

German prisoners marching between our soldiers with loaded rifles
and fixed bayonets on a French quay, ready to be shipped to
the elysium of a concentration camp in England.

How the first German soldiers " invaded " Britain. Captives
crossing on the steamer West Meath. They slept on deck and
were heartily glad to be out of the fighting.

Captives marching to the compound at Frith Hill, Camberley. Officers, to their disgust, receive the same treatment as rank and file.
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Friend and Foe at Feeding-Time

"An army tr-vels on its stomach," said Napoleon, and the
organisers of our Expeditionary Force have not neglected to
supply plenty of food. Our force in Francais easily the best-fed

Army, that ever left Britain. The commiesariatdepartment allows
them ample rations, and the peasantry heap gifts of food upon
them. Soldier-cooks arehere shown preparing dinner at the front.

Captured German marauders complain of being insufficiently
fed.' Perhaps German soldiers in the fiald may not receive

full rations, but those in Brussels could .not grumble.
They had plenty of soup doled out to them in the town, as shown.

The Nation's Roll of Honour : Our Heroic Dead

Lt.-Col. E. H. MONTRESSOR,
Royal Sussex Regiment.

Col. F. R. F. BOILEAU,
Royal Engineers.

Lt.-Col. G. C. KNIGHT,
Loyal North Lancs. Regt.

Col. Sir E. R. BRADFORD,
Bt., Settforth Highlanders.

Col. G. IL ANSELL,
5th Dragoons.

1
Capt, Lord Arthur HAY,
Irish Guards.

Major J. H. W. JOHNSTONE,
Royal Field Artillery.

Major M. E. 000KSON,
Royal Sussex Regiment.

Major H. F. F. FOLJAMBE,
King's Royal Rifles.

Capt. A. E. CATHCART,
King's Royal Rifles.

Capt. A. R. M. ROE,
Dorsetshire Regiment.

Capt. D. K. LUCASTOOTH, 9th Lancers.

Capt. G. W. BLATHWAYT,
Royal Field Artillery.

Capt. A. B. PRIESTLY,
Dorsetshire Regiment.

Capt. Lord GUERNSEY,
Irish Guards.

Capt. Mark HAGGARD,
2nd Welsh Regiment.

Lieut. C S. STEELE-PERKINS. Royal Lancaster Regt.

Lient. R. F. SIMSON,
Royal Field Artillery.

Lient. D. C. BINGHAM,
Coldstream Guards.

Lieut. G. W. POLSON,
Black Watch.

Sec.-Lieut. J H SWORD,
Lieut piCKERSGILL-C UNLieut. W. M. RICHARDSON.
. 4th Hussars
LIFFE, Grenadier Guards.
Duke of Cornwall's L.I.
(Pl< ctos by Lajo-Kric, LV.:cs'o Y,7, ,,le & pomea , E,7,7e0,,, ,c. poi, spca;(2 4e, spoly aYa c;crie,721, freath.)

Capt. G. P. 0. SPRINGFIELD, Queen's Bays.

lent. A. J. DENROCHESMITH, 18th Hussars.

Wounded Officers who we hope may fight again

Brig.-Gen. J. E. W. HEADLAM, C.B., D.S.O.

Lt.-Col. J. G. GEDDES,
Royal Field Artillery.

Lt.-Col. J. D. MCLACHLAN,
Cameron Highlanders.

Lt.- Col. Z. PONSONBY,
D.S.O., Coldstream Guam&

Major T. N. PUCKLE,
Leicester Regiment.

Major W. J. LOCKETT,
' D.S.O., 11th Hussars.

Major B. H. MOCKETT,
4th Hamra.

Major C. J. C. GRANT,
Coldstream Guards.

Lt.-Col. H. C. LOWTHER,
D.S.O., Scots Guards.

Maj. H. C. PILLEAU, D.S.O.,
Royal West Surrey Regt.
— —

Capt. C. J. BRDWNLOW,
Rifle Brigade.

Capt. Y. S. CAmERON,
Royal Sussex Regiment.

Capt. F. H. NUGENT,
Rifle Brigade.

Capt. G. H. BROWN,
Coldstream Guards.

Capt. M. C. C. PINCHING,
Queen's Bays.

Cant. G. H. R. BLOUNT,
Royal Field Artillery.

Lieut. J. C. HALSTED,
Loyal North Lancs. Regt.

Lieut. 3. H. MAYNE,
Bedfordshire Regiment.

Lieut. R. H. WOODS,
Lieut. J. S. siELLOR.
King's Royal Rides.
King's Royal Rifles.
Speaight, L'rfawite.)
Paden, Bass:znn, lials J &wit(

Lieut. E. G. LAwTON.
East Surrey Regiment.

Lieut. H. F. STONEHAM,
East Surrey Regiment.

Sec.-Lieut. C. E. TUFNELL.
Coldstream Guards.
,Photos ?"4 E:119tt J. Fry, Gale

Brevet Lt.-Col. CAMERON,
Cameron Highlanders.

Lt.-Col. M. N. TURNER,
Duke of Connaught's L.I.

/aysitt«ttd, 3cd Uetuber, 1911.
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Manchester Men at the Battle of the Marne

A feat of intrepid daring and cool courage was one of the out— explode among the ammunition, but the danger was obviated by
standing incidents of the Battle of the Marne. A store of ammu— the daring of some British soldiers, chiefly Manchester men,
nition was supposed to be well screened from German fire, but who, stripped to the waist, rushed up the hill and carried the
the approach of some French cavalry made the spot a mark for boxes to safety. All went through unscathed, but they described
it as " the hottest and flamingest corner " they had ever bean in.
the enemy's artillery. Every second a shell was expected to
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British Soldiers Wais Deep in Flooded Trenches

During August the fighting in Belgium and France was hot
formerly. The rain filled the trenches whence our soldiers gallantly
work from every point of view, and the soldiers sought protection attacked the Germans on the heights north of the Aisne.
from the oppressive sun. But about the second week in Septem— ft damped their clothes and limbs but not their ardour, and they
ber the weather changed and rain fell in torrents, with cold nights succeeded in driving the enemy back with enormous loss in spite
and uncomfortable bivouacs, although the zone of fire was as hot as
of discomfort that words and pictures can indicate only faintly.

The War Mast/cited,
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The Unrequited Kindness of the British
WIIEN the tide turned in
7 faVoltr - of the Allies it
beearrie a.pparent that many
of the- German rank and file
w.ere heartily tired of the war,
rind eager to avoid any further
participation in it. They gave
themselves up in small ,parties;
tired, hungry, and wounded,
I:id-wing well that the kindhearted French and the British
they have so despicably
maligned would :give them
food to eat, and treatment
for their injuries.
'A significant comparison
between the contesting forces
is, that whilst the Germans
have been known to maltreat
wounded opponents who
have fallen into their hands, the
Allies give as much attention
to German wounded as thee
do to their own disabled men.
In fact, the Germans have been
base enough to put this kindliness to advantage, and
have purposely left their
wounded behin' hoping thus
to hamper the allied advance.
The outrages committed
upon sonic of our wounded
men have been so hideous,
that they would be unbelievable were they not thoroughly
auihenticated. Poor disabled heroes lying in pain - ill
the trenches have had their
lands ruthlessly slashed off,

A big—hearted British soldier gives a woundel German
a cigarette and a light from
—pe.

Picked up on the battlefield, these Germans expected
torture. Instead their wounds were dressed in a Red
Cross hospital.

and their eyes _dug out ! Barbarities that the Zulus or the
Dervishes would never descend
to have been practised upon
fallen - enemies by the men
who announced their intention
of " civilising " Europe.
It is probable that this
ghastly treatment of the
wounded has been directly
inspired by the GerMan officers.
German soldiers who have
been captured confess as
much.
" We've
been
fighting
under the lash, as you call
it," said one who had fallen
into British hands. " Rest, food,
and all creature comforts have
been entirely denied us.
Treat men as beasts .long
enough and they become
beasts."
- It is certain, too, that the
officers have been inflaming
their men with fictitious
stories of British and French
cruelty, for some of the soldiery
when captured by the Allies
have fully expected to be
tortured. Instead of severe
punishment they have received liberal supplies of
food better than their own
Army provided—the Red
Cross has been ever ready
to attend to their injuries,
and new warm clothing has
boon provided.

Coats of fire! A French peasant woman provides coffee and milk
for a badly—wounded German in the care of our Royal Army
Medical Corps.

Sons of France in Her Fight for Freedom

A squad of French infantry leaving Amiens to attack the retreating Germans. Owing to the conscript nature of the French Army,
men in all stations in life are found marching together, a wealthy merchant going into battle side by Aide with a mill-hand.

Cavalry officers returning to the firing-line in motor-cars is not an uncommon
sight in France now. Horses await them at the front.

A French outpost, concealed behind stout
wooden palings, on guard at a tiny village.

Amiens was abandoned by the left wing of the allied army, and occupied by the invaders on August 31st. Thirteen days later
the Germane hurriedly evacuated the historic city, and this photograph shows French infantry once again in its picturesque streets.
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Germany Repeats in France its Outlawry in Belgium
destruction of Rheims Cathedral is Germany's
THEcrowning
crime against civilisation. A magnificent
Gothic edifice, this cathedral was founded in 1211 and took
140, some accounts say 218, years to build. The wonderful
west faead3, with its three deeply recessed portals, containing more than Soo statues of Scriptural personages and

the Rings of France, was unrivalled in its beauty.
Th news of the shelling of the Cathedral reached
Cardinal falcon, Archbishop of Rheims, as be was on his
way home from the Conclave, and he announced his
intention to return at once to Rheims and " on the ruins of
our city call upon the justice of an avenging God."

In this view of Rheims, the stately Cathedral stands out like a sentinel of civilisation.
Germany has dared to say that its destruction was justifiable. Inset, Cardinal Lucon.

benliS hit a German bully with his fist. Prorriptly he and his wife were shot dead. The inhabitants sought revenge. _
A tobacconi,t
The Germans shot the mayor, turned artillery upon the town and left it a ruin. These pictures show some of the damage.
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German and French Treatment of Churches

A church in Termonde, which the priest, who returned after its reoccupation by the Belgians, found to be the shattered ruin
seen in the photograph—the devilish work of German fire and bomb. Termonde was bombarded on September 4th, and entered
and plundered during the evening. The next day it was destroyed so completely that the houses must be entirely rebuilt.

A church in the Meaux district, used by the French as a hospital, where German and French wounded were treated with equal care.
The two pictures show the great contrast between the wanton destruction of church property practised by the invading Prussian, and
the purposes of mercy and kindness for which churches are used by our gallant Allies.

Homeless ! French and Belgian Victims of War

With a few prized belongings hastily wrapped in a tablecloth or basket, thousands of families in Belgium and Northern France have
fled from their homes, wearily tramping any road that takes them beyond the clutches of the bestial, drunken German soldiery. This
photograph shows a party of refugees resting on the roadside near Amiens.
a

A family who lost everything in the burning of Louvain. They
were temporarily housed in the Alexandra Palace, London.

At Termonde the Germans deliberately destroyed one thousand
houses. Acting upon instructions from their officers, the
soldiers made a street to street visitation, pouring oil into the
houses and setting fire to them. This picture shows a party of
refugees collecting the few articles that escaped the holocaust.

her
A Belgian victim standing in the doorway of what was
house at Melte, near Ghent. It is now a burnt—out ruin.
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Germany's 'Higher Civilisation" and its Fruits

A French Red Cross hospital at Senlis that was fired upon by the Germans. The wall facing the camera exhibits irrefutable
evidence of the attempt to wreck the building. The Red Cross seems to be a target for German artillery.
•

The sottish legions of the Kaiser left a trail of empty !Attlee
that testified to their debauchery on stolen wine.

A British soldier with a British bayonet in his right hand and
one of the German saw-tooth bayonets in his left.

Germans in Dinant whose presumption made them think they had come to stay. The right-hand figure on the rear seat of the
car is the German commandant, and on his left is a German professor charged with the reorganisation of the Dinant schools :

With the German Army now in Belgium

The Germans make their prisoners of war work for their food, and it is to be regretted that we do not follow the "same policy:
Here Belgian soldiers captured in war are shown digging entrenchments near Brussels under a German guard.

General von Boehn, in command of the German Ninth Field
Army, poses for his photograph with other German officers.

The German soldiers are keeping green the memory of the first
man to carry the German colours into the fort of Liege.

•It is credibly stated that for some years farms around Liege have been purchased by German farmers; who, at suitable points on
. their lands, made platforms of concrete that served for the attacking.- siege—guns when the time of war came. This photograph
Shows Germans clearing up the wreck of Fort Loncin at Liege, preparatory to making it intact for defence in the event of a German
retreat through North France and Belgium.

Belgium's Ceaseless Resistance to Enormous Odds

The small nation of Belgium has rendered high service to Termonde was bombarded by Germans three times, but stilt the
humanity and freedom by her gallant and indomitable resin— Belgians would not be driven away. Belgian infantry are
Lance to the barbarous and unprovoked onslaught of Germany. here sniping the enemy after having blown up a railway bridge.

Germany has for years had a wide spy system operating in many
countries, preparing for the day of attack. Her spies still do their
dirty work and many have been caught. The search for German

spies is often done with the bayonet, as at Aerschot, where this
photograph was taken. The fate of a discovered spy is swif :
blindfolded, back to a wall, firing party at ten paces:

The Pitiable Martyrdom of Man's Faithful Friend
PERHAPS the most pitiable aspect of this war is the
destruction in tens of thousands of man's faithful
friend—the horse. Innocent, trustful, nervous, it is forced
to assist its master in fighting his battles. A troop horse
is believed to enjoy the wild delirium of a charge almost
as.highly as the rider upon its back, but the pained, accusing
look that enters its eves when it is wounded is heartsearching to see. Horses maimed by shell fire are put

A pathetic spectacle after a battle.

out of their pain as speedily as possible, the Army Veterinary
Corps and its helpers carrying an instrument for the painless
despatch of all . horses that are injured beyond hope of
recovery.
A great sympathy exists between cavalrymen and their
chargers, and- there have been many instances of horsemen,
with tears in their eyes, giving their wounded animals a
fond caress, and then putting them out of their agony.

These photographs show poor dumb heroes lying dead in the streets of Soissone.

Man's noble friend if slightly injured is nursed back to health, but if wounded beyond hope

is

humanely killed.

War -Time Scenes In

Ireland and Elsewhere

Ulster Volunteers are being enlisted one regiment at a
time. The North Belfast Regiment was taken first, and after being inspected
one thousand of them marched to the recruiting station, headed by Sir Edward Carson.

The palatial offices of the Hamburg-Arnerika Line in Cockspur
Street, London, have been transformed into a recruiting station,
and the windows are covered by enlistment appeals.

_ .
As French franc—tireurs wear no
uniforms, Germans shoot all who
fall inte, tieir hands.

One of the German minelayers about to start on its cowardly
expedition. The deadly mines are dropped into the sea from
shoots at the stern of the boat.

A sentry on duty near the barbed—wire entanglements' at Frith Hill, near Aldershot. German
Prisoners of war are confined here. They live under canvas, are decently fed, and allowed
to sing their National Anthem every evening.
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HOW THE WA
The Continuous British Advance
AFTER the Battle of the Aisne opened on September
12th we came to understand the conditions of modern
warfare as the Russians and Japanese understood them
in the Manchurian campaign. The power and range of
heavy modern artillery, and the destructive effect of
modern machine-guns, have enabled the Germans quickly
to turn a region of trenched, hilly country into a
fortress.
The battle changed into a siege. The rifleman and
cavalryman suddenly lost their importance, and the gunner
became the master of the situation, with our scouts to
assist him in finding the enemy's hidden batteries and
take the range. For two weeks the vast siege operations
were conducted in the most trying circumstances. Rain
filled the trenches and tested the staying power of the
soaked, chilled foot soldiers to the liMits of human
endurance.

VET slowly and stubbornly the Allies gained ground.
For a week from Friday, September r8th, our splendid
troops made gradual unceasing progress in various directions.
The movement was heralded by a bombardment by our
heavy artillery, which had a terrifying effect on the
enemy.
- At least one quarter of the striking force of German
invading armies had fallen, and the reserve and militia
who took their place were badly shaken by our big guns.
On the night of September i8th some of .the patched-up
infantry regiments were launched against our line, while
their artillery played on our trenches. But there was, no
vigour in this counter-attack. At two o'clock in the
morning the new German infantrymen had their lesson and
retired.

Pa ac
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THE STORY OF THE
• GREAT CONFLICT
•
TOLD WEEK BY WEEK

stormed the forts on September 21st. There was then
only Przem-Vs1 in their path. This town, however, was
the principal fortress of Austria, and it could only be
reduced by a regular investment and siege. By the time
Jaroslav-was taken the investment of the Austrian Gibraltar
was begun.
In the meantime other portions of the victorious forces
were pursuing the beaten Austro-German armies, keeping
the Teutons continually on the move and herding them
into the space west of Przemsyl. The storming of Jaroslav
gave the victors free passage across the River San and
enabled them to enter the country in which the defeated
Austrians and Germans had taken refuge. This entrance
was accomplished by Tuesday, September 22nd.

NOTHING like this vast movement of pursuit has been
seen since Napoleon beat the Prussians at Jena and
then flung his victorious armies over the length and breadth
of Prussia, where, in twenty-four days, they completed
the work begun on the battlefields. No engine's of destruction can annihilate a million men in a day or in a single
battle, What a decisive victory leads to is a long, close
pursuit, during which the conquerors wear down the
fighting power of the fleeing host.
The immense length of a modern battle-front makes
an -operation like Sedan almost imposSible. The enemy
has to be turned or broken, and then harried into a demoralised mob. By Friday, September 25th, the state of the
main Austrian forces was such that discipline had almost
disappeared. The soldiers were out of hand and disobeying their officers, and the officer's had lost faith in
their generals and Military Staff. Between the beaten.
mob west of Przemsyl and the other defeated Austrian
and German armies near Cracow there was an interval
of thirty-four miles, and the Russians were pressing the
stricken masses with unabated inky.

Saturday, September 19th, the German siege-guns
ON again
tried to blow a path for their men through our
front. But as soon as their troops came within range of our
rifle fire they turned back. During a burst of sunshine on
the afternoon of the following Sunday their officers led them
out again. This time they were permitted to get so close
that many of them did not return.
They came on with bands playing, and our men hailed
them with delight. The sight of a distant row of spiked
helmets was a deep joy to the British soldier after long,
trying hours of inaction in the trenches under shell fire.
Our men were not alarmed by the immense shells from
the German siege-guns, that exploded in columns of black
greasy smoke. Their marksmanship when the spiked
helmets approached was as deadly as at Mons and Le Cateau,
and the unfortunate German reserve and militiamen
who lived, through it were pretty nearly demoralised.
Only the heavy artillery that the Germans had collected
for the siege of Paris enabled them to prevent the gradual
retreat from becoming a rout. The battle mainly consisted in a duel between great guns over three or more
miles of country.
The allied -armies were superior- in
numbers of troops, but inferior in heavy-gun power. So
progress was slow but deadly. In some places the road
of advance was paved with dead enemies. By September
23rd Peronne was won, and an important railway communication cut, thus diminishing Kluck's supplies of food
and ammunition.
The Russian Advance on Cracow
IT is 15o miles from Lemberg, the scene of the first
"". smashing Russian victory, to Cracow, the key to
the new position. By September 19th the southern armies
of the Tsar had covered half the distance with their heavy
siege-guns, and were bombarding the fortress city of
Jaroslay. Jaroslav was stronger than Liege, which stayed
the march of a million Germans for some weeks ; but
so fierce and pressing was the Russians' attack that they

The German Invasion of Russia
BY way, apparently, of drawing off the southern Russian
force from its terrible pursuit, the German General
Hindenberg advanced with something like eight hundred
thousand men from East Prussia, driving General Rennenkampf before him. Hindenberg invaded the western
provinces of Russia, but effected nothing beyond the
destruction of a few villages. The threat to Rennenkampf 's
small, superb force was more than balanced by the menacing
movement of the southern Russian armies against the
German province of Silesia.

The Revenee for the Battle of the Bight
THE misty weather at sea on Tuesday, September 22nd,
was similar to that in which Admiral Beatty conducted his skirmish off Heligoland. On this occasion,
however, it was the Germans who got home. Three of
our old armoured cruisers, the Aboukir, Hogue, and Cressy,
were making rendezvous with some light cruisers and
destroyers, twenty miles off the Hook of Holland. A
German submarine got close enough in the mist to torpedo
the Aboukir. Our men then made the error of thinking
the explosion was caused by a mine.
The Cressy and Hogue stood by- and lowered their boats
to save the drowning crew. The submarine had now an
easy mark in the two stationary ships ; she chose the
Hogue and quickly sank her. Then for an hour and a
half the Cressy dodged and sought for a sign of the submarine, with guns loaded ready to fire at the emerging
conning tower of the enemy.
The °Cressy, however, was torpedoed just as she saw
her attacker. Sinking, she fired on her foe, and it looks,
at the time of writing, as though cruiser and submarine
sank together. In spite of this episode, the balance of
losses at sea remained heavy m.ainst Germany.
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IRISH GUARDS KNEEL AT PRAYER BEFORE RUSHING UPON THE GERMANS
Upon the command to take an exposed German position, the Irish Guards knelt for a minute in silent prayer, and then rushed
to their work with joy on their faces and in their hearts a fortitude that won success.
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR

.

V.— Russky's Smashing Victory at Lemberg
N the early part of the war Russia seemed to be a
sleepy giant, who would be stabbed before he was
fully awake. By August i5th Austria had concentrated by the frontier a force of a million men, with 2,500
guns. The Russians were in a weak position,_ and could
not oppose their enemy. They needed nearly three more
weeks to collect and array for battle all their mighty armies.
The peat distances from which men and supplies had, to
be brought by scanty means of communication prevented
the Russians from defending their territory from invasion.
The Austrians flung their main arniy of 600,00o troops
far into Russian Poland, threatening an advance towards
Warsaw. To stop any turning movement,- there was an
Austro-German force of 200,000 men on the right flank
at Radom, while a southern Austrian army of 200,000 men
formed the left flank at Lemberg. The idea was to conquer
Poland, enlist and arm the Poles, and launch them triumphantly against their Slav kinsmen.
At first everything went according to programme.
While Kluck, in France, was smashing a path to Paris
by swift, terrible sledge-hammer blows, Generals Dankl
and Auffenberg, with the assistance of various Austrian
Grand Dukes, were sweeping through Russian territory and
outdoing Kluck in the rapidity and number of their victories.
But the defect of a war according to programme is that
the movements are obvious, and can easily be foreseen
by an opponent.

I

Taken at a
Disadvantage
So, though the Russian commander-in-chief was taken
at a disadvantage in respect to the inferior force of troops
immediately at his dispoSal, he was able to use these troops
with a complete knowledge of the enemy's intentions.
According to the laws of strategy, the powerful Austrian
centre advancing between the two towns of Lublin and
E holm should have attracted the Russian counter-attack.
The Russian commander, however, disregarded ' the
scientific laws of strategy. Careless of the Moltke tradition,
he looked on war as an art rather than a science—as an
art in whiCh daring,- originality, unexpectedness, and the
personal ability of soldiers counted more thari nuinbers.
After General Rennenkampf had been sent on his famous
raid into East Prussia, there were only two comparatively
small armies available for the first counter-stroke against
Austria.
General Russky was Marching towards Galicia from
Kiev, and General Brussilov was moving to the' north of
Roumania with the men of Bessarabia and Podolia. It
was arranged for the two generals to proceed by separate
routes and combine in Galicia, under Russky, fora surprise
attack on the southern Austrian host near Lemberg:
Each of the two small forces could-easily have been 'Met
and defeated separately by their overwhelmingly strong
enemy. But by one of the most remarkable oversights
in the-: history of_ warfare, Russky and Brussiloy I, were
Illowed by the Austrians to steal into Galicia by different
maths and conquer a large part of the territory befere
Rattle was offered.
Austria's
Host of Spies
'Lime secrecy with which the combined Russian operation
tins conducted was extraordinary. It was done in the
Ilaylight, over a period of nearly two weeks—from August
17th to August 30th. The Austrians had a host of spies
working with Teutonic thoroughness ; they had a great
screen of well-horsed, dashing cavalrymen engaged in
reconnaissance work along the lines of the Russian advance ;
they had scouts in flying machines darting over the country.
Yet the Russian operations in Austrian territory were
not discovered till close on the end of August, when it was
too late. Such was the incomparable skill with which
General Russky and General Brussilov carried out their
do rir g , dangerous work.

The principal credit, however, probably belongs t
General Suklimov, the Russian Chief of Staff—a man
great as an organiser, and greater still as a wielder or
armies. With astonishing foresight, he had discerned
how the situation he proposed to create in Galicia would
strike the Austrian mind. The Battle of Lemberg was
war in advance by thought-reading—by a practical forecast
of the workings -of the Teutonic intellect in its hour of
triumphant self-conceit.
The Austrians were blind to everything except the
" scientific " scheme of operations which they were carrying
out in Russian territory. They had a strong front to the
south of Warsaw, and against that front they intended to
force the Russians to move. It was so simple. They had
merely to advance conqueringly, in order to compel their
opponent to attempt to stop them. Nothing else mattered.
Cossack activity southward in Galicia was merely a feint
and a vain distraction.
N3 Heavy
Artillery Used
Meanwhile, the Cossack made the most of his opportunities. Before he crossed by the north of Roumania,
and entered Galicia, he came into contact with the Austrian
cavalry. The Russian rider had to screen his armies from
observation, and push back the enemy as quietly and
quickly as possible. No support from heavy artillery or
infantry could be used, for this would disclose the secret
that an important attack was being made in full force. a .
It was wild, stirring, versatile work, that suited the
CoSSick better than it would have suited any other large
body'' of horsemen. Far in advance of the foot soldiers and
big 'guns, he kept up a continual skirmish with every
kind of Austrian arm—cavalry scout, infantryman, and
gunner,' in fortified places, by river passages, and - other
points of importance. Helped only by - his own light horse
artillery, the Cossack fought in every manner practised by
modem armies. He dismounted and carried positions with
the bayonet; he charged with his lance; he entrenched
and displayed his marksmanship. Except that he did not
use siege-guns, he proved himself a master of all trades
in war.
The Cossack's
Box of TriCks
His famous box of tricks was emptied on the heads of
Itie,44kustrifins. He fell dead in heaps, his dead hotSe
b6side him ; suddenly came to life, and shot the enemy
who wanted to search his corpse. Another time, a herd
of little Cossack horses would stampede, and the riderleSs
animals would sweep towards some gnarded hostile position.
Even little Cossack horses are useful to Austrian soldiers
they can be sold for good money to Galician farmers. Birt
just before the animals were caught, grey figures swung
from beneath them, carbine in hand, and fired. It was
like a circus performance, but deadly effective. And when
it mine to a straightfonvard charge with sabre against sabre,
the Austrian cavalry had to give way.
SoMe of the Austrian officers, however, were peculiarly
tricky. An instance occurred in the Russian advance at
Tarnopol, a town near the Galician border. Overcoming
the first line of defence. the Russians swept on to meet the
main body of their enemies. They passed an Austrian
officer who was sitting on the earth bandaging his leg. Of
course they did not hurt this wounded man. But their
attack failed ; it failed repeatedly. No matter in what
manner they tried to approach the enemy, he was prepared,
and mowed them down with a well-directed fire.
Returning over the ground after one of these reverses,
a Russian officer noticed a wire running along the earth.
He found it led to a field telephone, by which the pretended
wounded Austrian was still sitting, giving notice of all the
Russian movements. When the bandage round the man's
leg was removed, it was seen that his limb was quite sound.
In suite of the continual skirmishing, drawing nearer and

nearer, no alarm was felt by the Austrians until General
Brussilov's army, after capturing and crossing river after
river in- Eastern Galicia; approached the muddy Lipa, by
the fortress town of Halicz, sixty miles south of Lemberg.
By this time the two Russian forces had met and combined.
On August 3oth, the left wing, 'Under Brussilov, rested
near the river valley at Halicz, while the right wing, under
Russkv, extended to the Galician border. The Austrians
then used the thirty forts at Halicz as a pivot for a smashing flank attack on Brussilov:
A Terrible
Battle
But Brussilov did not wait to be attacked. Two weeks
of continual successful skirmishing had enabled him to judge
•the warlike -qualities of - his men. He flung them on the
enemy's line ; they broke it, killed and wounded 20,000
Austrians, then stormed the forts, and captured Halcz
in a terrible battle that lasted till September ist: The
Austrians fought well and bravely. Unlike the Germans,
they faced the bayonet with determination, and used the
steep themselves in some gallant charges.- What told was
the superior physique of the Russian trooper. He wore down
the Austrian, and in bayonet fights and rifle fire showed
such ascendency that the great rout of a whole Empire
began almost as soon as the first battle was fully joined.

In the meantime, General Russky, who was directing
the whole'operations, swept from the north on another mass
of Austrians at Zlocgow, killed three of their generals and
thousands of their men, and piirsued the rest to the outer
forts of Lemberg. On September 2nd, Russky drew up his
troops within cannon shot of the fortressed capital of
Galicia. And such was the demoralisation of the Austrian
army of 200,000, that Lemberg was captured the next day,
together with the entire artillery of the Austrian force.
Back to the
Russian Fold,
. The heavy Russian artillery smashed the forts and
opened the road to the Russian infantrymen, and after a
little fierce street fighting, the victorious troops marched in,
and as they passed the townspeople threw flowers upon
them from the upper windows of the houses. For the
Lemberger, like most of the people of Eastern Galicia. is a
Russian. That is why Brussilov was able to work his wav
through the country so swiftly and secretly, with priests
coming in processions with banners to meet him at every
village. Eastern Galicia is an ancient Russian Duchy, torn
from the 'ancestors of the Tsar by his enemies. It is the
Alsace-Lorraine of Russia,-peopled by a Slav race, with the
same language., religion, and customs as the Russian Empire.
to which it has been so,swritly and unexpectedly united.

Drunken Germans : " Look on this Picture, and on this

GERM A N'S:, the exemplary nation, held up its hands in
horror that civilised countries like Britain and- France
shOuld fight side by side with the barbaric Slay. Russian
soldiers, said the omniscient German professors, are capable
of one thing only—drinking vodka. These same profesSors
prophesied the pillaging of towns, and the wholesale destruction of non-combatants, so that the Tsar's warrior's
could obtain their vital liquor.
Yet, what has the war proved ? That Russian soldiers
are sober and temperate, true gentlemen, earnestly engaged
in what they regard as a holy war.
No coarse and vulgar drawings from- Berlin can dispute
it. The only drunken animals in this war are subjects of
the Kaiser. Officers and men steal champagne and wine
from the towns through which they pass, and, in the madness

engendered by their booty, assault women and murder
children. Many owe their capture to being too drunk to
escape when British and French soldiers arrived on the scene
These pictures show Russian soldiers as a Germat
cartoonist imagines them, and German officers as they
really are.
The picture on the left is one of the few German war
cartoons that aft not too gross to pribliSh here a supposed
representation of the Russian Army mobilising, first fortifying itself With prodigious quantities of vodka.
On the right is a photograph taken at Peronne, A gang
of German officers, all "more than half-drunk," seized the
photographer and forced him to take their portraits, with
this result. - Note the child's gun and a flower-pot held
by one and the bottle of ch.ampagne held by another.

With the Gallant Turcos Fighting for France

A Turco bathing his wound by a wayside
farm in France.

THE Turcos are French
Algerian troops, and must
not be confounded with the Zouaves. The former are
native Algerians, while the
latter are Frenchmen of an
adventurous spirit, 'who servein Algeria and have a serniMoorish uniform. In former
years France's Algerian troops
of both French and Algerian
birth composed the Zouaves ;
but about the middle of last
century it was decided to constitute them as separate regiments, and the natives were
formed into the Turcos, while the
Zouaves became European entirely. The Turcos are terrible
fighters, and come of a fighting
stock. They - are :proud of the
honour of taking the field
alongside white soldiers.

This wounded Turco is riding back to the
base to get fit for another fight.

A company of Turcos, each with his 801b. odd weight of equipment, marching after the
retreating Germans when they had left their advance line on the Marne.

A party of Turco sharpshooters using a baggage—waggon for cover as they take aim
at an advancing group of Uhlan scouts.

This shows the peculiar head dress and
uniform of our Turco allies,

Indian Contingent Reaches the Seat of War

•

Lithe, keen,-and fit, these Indian troops, who are here seen in the transport that carried them to Marseilles, disembarked eage
for the smell of powder and were not long before they were bearing their part in the hard fighting in Northern France.

The alertness and soldierly bearing of the fndian contingent excited the intense admiration of;the French populace as they marched
through the city of Marseilles after their long voyage to the colder land where their,arms are helping the cause of the Allies.

The arrival of our Indian Regiments was as full of interest for them as it was for the spectators of their disembarkation who
thronged to see the flower of our eastern army come to -their help. The first contingent arrived in Marseilles on September 25.
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Our Motor Heroes who Fight by Land, Sea or Air
On September 16th Commander Samson, with a small
armoured motor-car, killed four Uhlans and captured
another. Commander Samson is the beg-known British
naval aviator. He took his pilot's
certificate in April, 1911, and
made the first successful flight
from a British Man-of-war.
There are a number of British
armoured cars at the front, and
their services are invaluable- for

oblite.tating, small parties of German cavalry. The horsemen:stand no chance against these swiftly-moving and
well protected engines of war, unless they vault hedges
and ditches and take to the
woods, where, naturally, the
motor-cars cannot follow. Fn
the matter of putting an end _to
the sneaking services of German
spies they arc also useful.

Ready for that new and intensely exhilarating sport—Uhlan
chasing. A British armoured motor—car that has worked havoc
amongst hostile horsemen in Northern France. it is attached
to the Royal Naval Flying Corps.

Lieut. Marix, of the R.N.F.C., passing through Termonde
after an affray with, Germans at Labbeke. Mounted on bicycles,
these who weren't killed left their machines and hid in the

woods.

Commander Samson, the short man in the Centre, is a hero of
earth, air, and •• water. Uhlans display great courage when
facing unarmed peasants, but they bolt like rabbits when his
armoured car approaches-
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Land. Exploit by - Britain's
..

Commander Samson, the best kncwn of our naval airmen, has
added to his renown by a dashing exploit. On September 16th,
near Doullens, 17 miles north of Amiens, he went out with a small
armoured motor-car force and encountered a patrol of five Uhlans.
He killed four of them and the fifth was wounded and captured.

War illetsrated, 10th Octob e r, 1914.

Daring Airmen

The British party suffered no injury. Commander Samson was
the airman who, three years before, flew over the German
Emperor's yacht when it arrived in the Medway. On that occasion
the Kaiser admired his daring, and Commander Samson
is evidently determined to continue to merit his admiration.
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With the Gallant Defenders o
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Antwerp

A Belgian armoured motor—car that has made sorties from Antwerp and put marauding Germans to flight. The driver is well
•protected, and at the back of the car is a revolving turret which permits a machine—gun to fire in any direction.

The fortifications of Antwerp are sixty miles in circumference, and it is estimated that the city requires 100,000 men to defend it
and twice that amount to invest it. A Belgian regiment is here shown in a trench at the extreme edge of the fortifications.

This is the type of gun that helped tebatter Liege, Namur, and Maubeuge into submission. It is here shown in the hands of
Austrians, who have come to try its effect against the howitzers of Antwerp. Our soldiers have nicknamed its shells " Jack John—
sons," because of their black smoke.
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Our Handy Men Among Friends and Allies

A group of survivors from the HI-fated cruisers Aboukir, Cressy, and Hogue. The sailors were landed at Ymuiden, Holland, by the Dutch
steamship Flora, and are here shown attired in borrowed uniforms, with interested spectators and Red Cross nurses inthe background.

A BOUT three hundred survivors of the
torpedoed cruisers Aboukir, - Hogue,
and Cressy were rescued by Dutch vessels
and -taken to Ymuiden, Holland. Some had
been in the water for an hour or more, and
were naked when rescued. They were
treated with great generosity by the Dutch
people, who lodged them in hotels and gave
them the clothes of Dutch sailors to wear.
It was at first thought that the men might
be interned, and thus be unable to take
further part in the war, but the Hague
Peace Conference of 107 laid down a -1-)cial
rule on this point. Only if the conflict had
taken place inside Dutch territorial waters
would the Dutch have been authorised to
intern the survivors. The light-heartedness
of the British sailors quite fascinated the
phlegmatic Dutchmen. Our seamen, far
from being distuebed by the disaster
that had' befallen them, were all eager to
take vengeance on the German fleet. -

A British bluejacket trying on one of
the cloth caps provided by the Dutch
authorities at Ymuiden.

"
sty( together through thick and thin !" British Marine Light Infantry
shaking hands with French soldiers and a sailor at a French seaside town.

Our soldiers in France are accustomed to this kind of treatment now. The grownups take the metal ornaments from their un.forms as souvenirs, and the
youngsters naturally follow their example.
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Some Notable Personalities in the War

Brigadier-General C. M. Dobeli, D.S.O.,
commanding Anglo-French forces in the
German West African Colony of Cameroon.

The Hon. Louis Botha, Premier of South
Africa, in supreme command of the operations against German South-West Africa.

Colonel Sam Hughes resigned his post
of Minister of Canadian Militia to go to
the front with the Canadian contingent.

The Kaiser in conversation with Prince Halm-Horstmar outside the new Palace at Potsdam. On the, left is the Crown Princess
with her eldest son, Prince Wilhelm of Prussia. This photograph' was taken after the declaration of war, and has been circulated
in Germany as a "war postcard."

H.H. Prince Maurice of Battenberg
serving with the King's Royal Rifles, had
a German bullet pass through his cap.

Lord Stanley, the nineteen-year-old heir of
Lord Derby, who, with a handful of cavalry,
captured 109 German, officers and men.

Photos by Lafayette, .Cassano, Spea!y< ,•

H.H. Prince Leopold of Battenberg, left a
bed of sickness to proceed to the front with
his regiment for active service.

Centeal Neu•s, Sport tr; General.)
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Men and Women in War's- Searchlight

The Agha Khan, spiritual head
of millions of Mohammedans,
wishes to serve as a private.

Princess Carl of Sweden, sister-in-law of King Gustaf and,
before her marriage, Princess Ingeborg of Denmark, at work
for the Red Cross. She is third from the left.

"F. E.," otherwise Mr. F. E. Smith,
M.P., who resigned his position at the
Official Press Bureau to go to the front.

M. Turpin, who invented melinite,lyddite and
the newest explosive, "turpinite," which
gives off life-destroying gases.

General Moritz von Auffenberj,
relieved of command of Austria's forces in Galicia.

Mr. Albert Dougherty, chief gunner of
H.M.S. Cressy, who claims to have destroyed a German submarine.

General Wontners, the near figure on the right in this photograph, is the brilliant commander of King Albert's field army, wha has
been responsible for the tactical movements that have enabled the brave Belgian soldiers to harass the German invaders so Successfully
since they crossed the frontier at Liege on August 3rd. The central figure is his aide-de-camp.

How French Infantry Crossed the River Aisne

On Sunday, September 13th, the British army succeeded in
crossing the River Aisne, despite heavy opposition from German
howitzers and machine—guns. At Soissons, on the British left,
the persistency and accuracy of the hostile artillery prevented
I he 'French force buildinga pontoon bridge across the river. A large

number of French infantry, however, made a perilous crossing, in
single file, on the top of one girder of the railway bridge that
was left standing. Shells burst above them, bullets whistled past,
and those who were unhappily struck, toppled into the flowing water
beneath With small hope of rescue. But the majority crossed.

German Appreciation of French Art Treasures

In Sir John French's official despatch of September 15th, he
confirmed the reports of wanton pillage and destruction by
German troops. Beautiful French chateaux have been the scenes
of drunken debauchery. Amid priceless gems of fine canvases,
tapestries, and objects d'art the drunken Prussians let their

brute natures find full scope. The hogs revelled in the treasures
they could not•appreciate, and took a fiendish delight in making
ruins of historic and treasured heirlooms. The German Crown
Prince himself pillaged a chateau near Champaubert, taking
jewels and medals, and destroying pictures of the Tsar and Tsarina.

the Royal Engineers Checked the German Advance
.1,161 'Jarioro 110T 'p9vIti onn2

Row Twelve Heroes o

The Cuirassiers of France and, the Royal Engineers of Britain were being pressed across
the Aisne at Soissons by an overwhelming force of Germans. Some of the engineers laid a
charge to blow up the bridge, but before the fuse was lighted every one of the laying party
had been killed. One of the engineers made a rush through the zone of fire in order to light

the fuse—he fell dead. A second followed—and met the same fate. And then a third, a
fourth, and so on, until eleven brave men were shot down. But the twelfth man
manaqed, to kindle the fuse, and the bridge was blown up—he perishing in the explosion.
The Cierrnan advance was stayed, and twelve heroes had died for their country.
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Map to illustrate the region of the greatest battle in history, fought along the Rivets. Aisne, Oise, and Somme.

A PEN-PICTURE FROM THE LONC-DRAWN BATTLE OF THE AISNE
, y written T By A. G. HALES
The War Illustrated

HE modern battle is something totally different trom
quickened ths.
- Staff officers rode in little detached
any in the old days—Leven from a generation ago. ' It
groups, ccii0„AnsLtegingiital .officers with their men.
has developed into a series of entrenched engagements :NOW.again
iip9.Ofderly:„.4.„Ce.r; sitting bolt. upright as
if he:h:acoiifikated on steel filings, spurred his way along
and approximates to siege operations, where each side
ts,
holds its defences stubbornly,- 'ready, to attack as the
the
opportunity offers. And this description of a battle
nothing storm-like about the early stages
might well be written about two-score different scenes of this attack.''°::.: The foe advanced like the swell of the
of the great Battle of the Rivers, that weeks'-long struggle Zuyder Zee:iavhen it licks thritoPmoSt edges of the',Butchof Titans that beat all world war records, and counted - men's dykei and :rolls over meadoNti, mill, and ;farm—a
the losses by hundreds of thousands.
silent, deVastating force.
All night long -the big guns had been smashing away
from bOth armies without ceasing, and in the morning The tieiy French
As the sun lifted, and the bared bayonets of the advancthe devil's tattoo was increased from the enemy's lines ;
but no sign was made that this day was, not to be as the ing foe came into view, the f.` redcaps" leapt to life. The
days that had preceded it. ...As the sun came up and guns were flung forward into the open, the,big -batteries
lifted the mists that had shrouded the hills like a vast behind the trenches depressed their muzzles and Jeft the
grey curtain, the warm light flashed on a sea of bayonets. entrench/I-lents of the enethy, on the hills to take Care of
The Kaiser's legions were in, motion. They came as they themselves.' Shells that .were like miniature torpedoes
sped towards the heaped-up foemeri, bursting just above or
always came, like fields of growing grain pushed forward,
coat brushing coat, knee rasping against knee, shoulder to among them. The red-capped infantry -swung out, the
irrepTesSible Zouaves going forward at the trot,. grinning
shoulder, like a Zulu impi debouching for a charge. In
between the gaps that separated the packed brigades of . and joking as they ran, their lean fingers upon their enorinfantry, the cavalry deployed. Their big guns dotted mously long bayonets.
their front ; their quick-firers were scattered everywhere
They are Irishmen dyed brown and made small, -these
along their .living. _line. Standards hung limply in the ZonaVes," arid to them a bayonet 'Char& is -a, handfed
scarce-Moving air. No bugle spoke, no throbbing drums- - beanfeasts- and a-breakfast-rolled into one.

T
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Other regiments of the line swung out in fine_soldierly
style at the quick step that devours space. The .cavalry,
carefully screened until, Wanted, lay snug in the - gaps-- of
hills, each man standing by his charger, ready to leap to
the leather at the first resonant sound of the bugle.
The German Onset
They laugh and toss jests and unbarbed jibes at one
another in all the- freedom of long-established camaraderie,
but the muscles of their lean faces send their teeth
together with a clip like the edges of a rat-trap meeting,
and their black eyes sparkle like diamonds dipped in
dew.
Out from the on-moving multitude of Germanic power
burAs their field artillery. They arc good and game. They
are riding a race with death, and they ride well. The sluggish moving infantry breaks into a kind of heavy
run. They know what they are up against, poor devils !.
And there is -no " ginger " in the swing of their onset.
They will do better by-and-by ~~then the battle madness
is on them.
The
Woithy of a better cause and a better Kaiser.
cavalry surges forWard to break the ground for the
infantry, and give them time to come up before the shell
fire shatters them.
They have far to travel, and death, many winged, goes
to meet them. The Zouaves stand still, close up and volley.
Bold riders in the front ranks of the oncoming cavalry
pitch over their horses' heads or grip at floating manes,
and miss and slide down, and to them, poor wretches,
who will never feel the gladsome spring of horSeflesh again,
the brown -earth seems to leap up. Again and again the
Zouaves volley.. The cavalry is upon them. They stand
like stone, the first rank almost on the knee, long, deadly
bayonets pointing . upwards and outwards, the second
rank crouching with bayonets ready to take the front
rank's place should lance 'points reach home, the rear ranks
Volleying, eternally volleying, not wildly but rhythmically,
as if the men were machine made.
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The impact is awful. The front -line of German horse,
hurled on by the weight of numbers pressing behind, crashes
into the bayonets. The smitten chargers rear and squeal
in their death agony, striking out with fore hoofs as they
wheel and plunge ; the men who are left sit glued to their
saddles and thrust ; the lance points go home.
The first line of Zouaves is down ; the second steps over
their dead bodies, bracing their feet to the earth, fearing
neither man nor devil, bent- only on keeping the living lino
They meet the steel of that ever-pressing mass,
intact.
and fall where their comrades fell. The third line is the
front line now ; the men behind them volley, they hold
the bayonet still and steady.
The Red-Cap RIclers
Like unleashed hounds the French cavalry come to the
rescue of the dauntless Zouaves. They ride as if racing ;
every spur is red, every charger is straining on the bit.,
They catch the halted German cavalry on the flank, and
go through them like hounds through a hedge. They break
them, scatter them, cut them down, and wheel out of the
line of fire.
The French infantry fall back, their work is done, and
grandly done ; they leave their wounded to the stretchei bearers, their dead to the God of Battles.
The. Trenches Speak
The German infantry has reached the zone of rifle fire.
They break into a run, trusting to the weight of their
numbers to carry them over the trenches if they ever reach
them. The spot they touch has been measured ; there
is scarce a sign of life in the trenches, the infantry are lying
still, sighting their rifles ; they have the distance to a
yard, and this living wall surging toward them is. doomed.
The dumb trenches speak, seventy-five thousand rifles
roar as one ; the German lines stop like an earthquake
bridled. Again thdt rain of leaden eloquence, snarling
death ! The Germans totter, reel, give way; and go rushing back whence they came--some of them.

A grim photograph from the scene of the world's biggest battle. Three Germans who were shot dead at the foot of a bridge
the Aisne white making an attack, and lie, stark and cold, on the saturated pavement.

over
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The Shameful Ruins of Rheims Cathedral
German artillery fired upon Rheims Cathedral in
THEwanton
deliberation. It was not an accident. Other
tall buildings in the vicinity bear no trace of shell fire.
On Saturday morning, September tgth, a German battery
on the hill of Nogent L'Abbesse, four miles east of Rheims,
opened the attack on the great Gothic pile. Shell after
rhell smashed its Way into the old masonry. Avalanche

after avalanche of stonework that had survived the storm;
of centuries thundered down into the street. Soon tongues
of flame leapt up the towers, and blazing pieces of carved
woodwork dropped on to the floor, which was covered with
great piles of straw for the use of German wounded. Then,
from the yawning roof, a red glare poured into the sky. and
the Westminster Abbey of France became a blackened shell.

A portion of the exquisite west facade of Rheims Cathedral, showing the irreparable damage done to many of the five hundred
figures of Biblical and French history by the German shells. The inset picture shows plainly the top of the arch depicted in the larger
photograph. Germany's infamous shells have blown off the arms of Christ on the Cross and battered other figures out of recognition.
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Touching Scenes from the Battlefields of France

Rheims Cathedral was turned into a Red Cross hospital for German wounded, and the Geneva flag floated above it, yet the
Germans spared it not. This photograph shows wounc'el French soldiers limping from Rheims during the bombardment.

A thoughtful Frenchman pays tribute to the brave men who
fell at Tournai on August 24th. Rifles, bayonets, and a bugle
decorate the cross which denotes their last resting—place.

A typical instance of French bravery in the trenches. A sharp—
shooter exacts from the enemy vengeance for the wound his
comrade has received. Note the thick straw in the trench.

A country road in Northern France littered with the remains of a German convoy which was attacked by a battery of French field
guns and completely destroyed. What the actual explosions failed to achieve was accomplished by the ensuing fire.
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French Troops March to the Battle of the Rivers

The German hordes were as ruthless in France as they were in
Belgium, as, will be seen by this photograph of the French village
of Soisey—aux—Bois, through which this company of French

Infantry is marching. The little village was swept by German
shells, and many picturesque cottages, fine subjects for an artist's
camera, are now roofless, with hideous cracks across their walls.

The French cavalry have shown all the dash with which history of the German Kaiser. Like their comrades in arms, the British
credits them in earlier wars, and they have proved themselves, cavalry, they sweep through the Prussian horsemen as through
man for man to be more than a match for the much—vaunted Uhlans brown paper every time they meet them under equal conditions.
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Belgium's Dauntless Stand for Freedom.

These Belgians are in a field of beets, preparing machine—guns to meet the attack of some Gerss -,, whom their scouts report to
ty of their numbers.
have seen approaching. Their indomitable spirit goes a long way to compensate for the

Belgians in the bend of a main road near Malines ready for some Unions who were One of the deserted villagnsof Befgfutnwhere
hastily improvised cover has been erected.
expected when the photograph was taken.

A scene in Most after its second bombardment by the Germans. ,These are the Guides, the crack regiment of the Belgian
who are resting, in the hope of hearing from the scouts that there may be business for them in the neighbourhood.

Swift Justice to Spies • Fate of " Franc tireurs "

An early morning scene in Termonde, when a German spy, detected at his treacherous work, met a merited death amid the scenes of
havoc that his military masters had wrought in one of Belgium's industrious towns. The extent of the German spy system was a
evelation to the Allies and the world when its ramifications came to be known. A typical trick is for a German spy to take an
apartment in the top storey of a high building and signal to his employers with lights.

"Franc-tireurs" are irregular combatants Who carry arms but do not wear uniforms. The Germans refuse to recognise them as
soldiers, and treat them as non-combatants caught with arms, leading them out to be shot—as shown above—without the form of trial
even by court-martial. During the present war hundreds—perhaps thousands—of "franc-tireurs " have been placed with their backs
against a wall and have met death in front of German rifle-barrels.

Roll of Honour : Killed on Land and Lost at Sea

Lt.-Col. A. GRAN.12-DUFF,
C.B., Black Watch.

Cipt. R. H. OLIVIER. Hake
of Cornwall's L.I.

Lieut. H. J. C. GILMOUR,
Worcester Regiment.

Lieut. J. L. HUGGAN,
R.A.M.C.

Sec.-Lieut. P. C. GIRARDOT,
Oxford and Bucks L.I.

Sec.-Lieut. B. MeGUIRE,
Royal Dublin Fusiliers.

Lt.-Com. BERNARD M.
HARVEY, h.M.S. Cressy.

Li-Commander H. E. de P.
RENNICK, H.M.S. Hogue.

Lt,-Corn. E. P. GABBETT,
H.M.S. Cressy.

Lieutenant P. A. G. KELL,
H.M.S. Cressy.

Capt. D. S. GILKINSON,
Scottish Rifles.

Lieut. R. G. B. PERKINS,
Royal Berkshire Regiment.

L'eut. the Hon. H. L. PELHAM, Royal Sussex Regt.

Capt. C. A. de G. DALGLISH, Black Watch.

Second - Lieut. R. C. ff.
POWELL, Highland L.I.

Lieut. G. R. FENTON. Connaught Rangers.

Soc.-Lt. J. A. H. FERGUSON, Highland L.I.

Sec.-Lieut. G. S. AMOS,
K.O. Scottish Borderers.

Sec.-Lient. A. G. B. CHITTENDER, Manchester Regt .

Lt.-Commander W. B. W.
GRUBB, H.M.S. Cressy—

Lt.-Com. E. T. FAVELL,
H.M.S. Pathfinder.

Capt. Clifford FIELD, RM..
H.M.S. Aboukir.

Lieut. T. E. HARRISON,
H.M.S. Aboukir

Lieut. J. G. WATSON,
H.M.S. Aboukir:,

Lt. the Hon L. F. SCARLETT, Submarine AE1.

German Military Prisoners at Work in England
LTHOIUGII the German prisoners
of war in Britain have' not lost
any of their privileges, they are being
treated a trifle more rigorously. They
are, for instance, 'made to coiled their
own firewood, _instead. of having it
brought'tb them ! Germans and Austrians who haV6 been interned :at
Newbury racecourse have a supremely
happy three:' ,They -make a point' of
qtoWing•':eff then' accomplishments to
visitarsiiiging,' dancing, and performing acrobatic feats.
The athletes can be seen building up
a pyramid, the topmost man chanting
" Deutschland fiber
the German
natiOnal-- cry. - A man with' a -mouth-orgaii,'PlaVs Strauss walties whilst his
companions dance. Attempts are made
to win= the /yLtors' sympathies, by
singing " TiPperary," but the accent is
too pronounced.
A prehistoric animal, something like
a camel,—parades the compound, followed by a female figure described as
Mrs. Pankhurst, the conductor shouting
'NOte's for Vimmlen."

A day out for the German prisoners. Returning to the compOund at F,,rimley, near
Aldershot, in a motor-van loaded with timber for their camp fires.

,
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So that deteption shall not prey upon their minds, light occupation has been found for some of the German prisoners encamped at
Camberley, near Aldershot. They have been educated up to collecting their own firewood, and are here shown walking back tO camp.

Collecting the logs.

One of the priioners is possessettof enormous strength ; although a small man, he can shoulder a huge loci arid
smile about it. The timber is used for cooking and heating purposes in the detention camp.
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HOW THE WAR WAGES
The Strategy of Joffre
of General Joffre has been finely displayed
THEingenius
the battles along the Aisne. Finding the enemy
in a terribly strong fortified position, the commander of
the Allies wasted no men in meat frontal attacks against
siege artillery and machine-guns. Ile turned the tables on
the German commander, and compelled the enemy to quit
their natural fortress and come out and be shot.
Day and night, in the last week of September, the
outm a imeu yred Germans sallied forth in dim, grey masses
towards the British and French entrenchments. There
they were shelled and shrapnelled and shot in tens of
thousands, till their dead and wounded strewed the
autumnal landscape. The wisdom of the French Military
Staff in retaining bright-coloured trousers for their infantrymen was again manifested, and the disadvantage of the
invisible uniforms of both the British and German troops
was shown by deadly experience.
OUR men did not suffer, as it was their comrades-inarms—the French—who alone had the whip-hand.
The French gunners were the masters in all the daylight
battles. They spied the progress of their infantry by means
of the red-striped trousers, and kept up a deadly fire on
the advancing or retreatim-, enemy. • In the meantime the
t;ernian artillery, losing sight of their invisibly-clad
infantrymen, ceased firing for fear of hitting their own
distant troops. So the little French. 3 in. gun ruled the
battlefield. All that the French infantryman lost by his
trousers was recovered twenty-fold by his artillery
supports.
The War of the Wings
why the Germans along their centre had
THEtoreason
waste their strength and then lose the advantage
of their position by a continued series of wild, fierce sorties
against the Franco-British trenches, is found in a distant
part of the battlefield. By September 23th a - great encircling movement of the left French wing was in progress.
At the town of St. Quentin there was a violent struggle
Letwean the northernmost French armies and a large
German force that had hurriedly been brought by train
from Lorraine and the Vosges.
General Joffre was proceeding against General Kluck
as Kluck had tried to proceed against the British Expeditionary Force in the same region, after the retreat from
Mons. A ring of steel was being riveted round the
Germans. Each side flung trainloads of fresh troops on
time apposing flank, in order to lengthen and strengthen
the line and enable it to make the fatal hook round the
enemy, and then advance and roll up his entire battlefront.
IN the meantime, both commanders-in-chief Wanted to
test the hostile centre, to see if it had been weakened
in extending the wing, and if so to break it. But Joffre's
grip was so strong on the wing that he remained passive in
the centre. That was why the Germans had vainly to
sacrifice themselves in tens of thousands on the Aisne inan attempt to break the Franco-British front. Menaced
on the western flank, repulsed in the centre, they tried to
force a path through the line of French forts on the east.
But they were not in sufficient strength, and were hurled
far back from their original position. By October Jst,
everything seemed to show that the Allies were winning
ground at the critical point..
*

*

The Unremitting Progres; of British Forces
A T that time the influence of the British reinforcements
" at the danger point around St. Quentin was admitted
by General Kluck, and Berlin was warned that a retirement might be necessary. The line of the German left
wing, that had been facing westward for some weeks, was at
last bent back in incessant, violent attacks by the allied
armies. and compelled to re-form in a north-westerly.

•
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THE STORY OF THE
GREAT CONFLICT
TOLD WEEK BY WEEK

flung his troops in masses against the envelopKLLCK
- ing line of advancing Allies but his heavy siege
artillery, throwing its terrible shells from inaccessible
platforms far in the rear of the struggle, was no longer the
dominating factor on the battlefield. As in the South
African War, when our ordinary batteries were outranged
by the Boer " Long Toms," the Navy came to the assistance of the Army. By the close of September . extremely
powerful naval guns had been hauled across France and
placed behind the allied firing-line, and thus the balance
in heavy armament was turned against the invaders.
The Attack on Antwerp
BY way of obtaining some compensation for their
unexpected reverses in France and Russia, the
Germans, in the last week-of September, brought a large
number of their heavy siege-guns through Belgium, preparatory to an attempt to conquer' and annex the entire
Belgian territory. Some achievement had to be accomplished to hearten the Berlin mob and intimidate the
British nation. The capture of the entire coast-line and
ports of heroic Belgium seemed the easiest work of this
kind. So it was begun by an attack on Antwerp, where
the Belgian army was in force.
*

AFTER a terrible bombardment, the unfortified cathedral town of Malines was occupied by the Germans
under CONTI" of night on Sunday, September 2 7t1,11. The
next day three of the outer ring of the Antwerp forts,
Waelhelm, Wavre, and St. Catherine. were shelled by the
enemy's siege-guns. The fine Belgian army of 12o,000
men occupied the entrenchments between the forts; and
beat back a series of fierce attacks along the Scheldt. By
October ist, Antwerp was invested, and the forts were
subjected to an incessant bombardment from dawn to
sunset, but the German infantry attack was routed.
The Battle for the Niemen
(-)N Monday, September 28th, eight hundred thousand
Germans, under General Hindenberg, gathered over
the border of East Prussia, round the town of Suwalki.
Forests, swamps, and lakes protected them to the south,
anchto the north a thickly wooded plain was held by their
outposts. The aim of Hindenberg was to force the river
passages of the Niemen in front of him, and thus cut some
of the Russian communications.
On the coast of Courland a fleet of German cruisers and
transports were waiting to land another army of invasion
on Russian soil. But this could not be safely done until
the passage of the Niemen, far to the south-west, was
forced. On the river the Russian position was strengthened
by the resistance of the temporary fortress at -Osowiec,
and on September 29th the Russians, instead of acting on
the defensive, attacked amid the marshes and lakes south.
of Suwalki. After stubborn fighting two positions on the
German front of one hundred miles were captured by our
allies, who drove the enemy's troops a day's march back
to Prussia. I Ialf a German corps was killed or wounded.
*

*

The Russian Advance in Austria
MEANWHILE, Galicia was swept clean of Austrians,
the last remnant of their troops having sought refuge
amid the fastnesses of the snow-crowned Carpathians.
The main military force of Austria-Hungary, together with
three German army corps that had shared their defeat and
rout, were being pursued to Cracow-. At the same time, two columns of the immense victorious Russian army of
the south swept over the Carpathians and broke a
Hungarian force on the river Ling, capturing its guns and
stores.
They descended, on September 3oth, into the plains of
Hungary on the road to Buda-Pesth and Vienna. By the
beginning of October it looked as though Austria and:
Hungary had fallen apart, through the terrific; blow delivered at their combined forces of a million men in Poland
and Galicia.
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A WEEKLY PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

For Week end nz
17 October, 1914

September 7th, retreating Germans attempted to
ON cross
the Petit Morin River, but cur artillery had the
exact range of the bridge. In despair, the Germans began
to bui'd a pontoon bridge. Our men waited until it was
nearly completed and then opened fire. An officer in
charge of infantry waiting to attack called out, " That's done
it, the pontoons are smashed." Every time the bridge was
built it was destroyed, until darkness descended.

SMASHING A GERMAN PONTOON BRIDGE ACROSS THE PETIT MORIN RIVER

The War Illustrated, 17th October, 1914.
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THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
VI.—The First Historic Battle of the Rivers

O

N Sedan Day, September 2nd, the triumphant invaders
of France prepared the great stroke which should
smash a million French soldiers and leave Paris
at the mercy of the Krupp and Austrian howitzers. General
Kluck had reached Senlis, about one day's march from the
French capital, but, contrary to general expectation, he
then swerved to the south-west, and passed a few miles
-from the great fortress city, striking below it at the centre
of the retiring French army.
It was , a wonderfully daring movement, more like a
stroke by Napoleon than a forceful obvious manoeuvre
in the Moltke manner. As a matter of fact, Kluck does
not seem to have been acting freely in the matter. His
hand was forced. General Jeffre, the French commanderin-chief, had arranged a surprise for him if he came straight
to Paris from Senlis. There was a secret reserve French
army of 200,000 men concealed within the fortifications, and_
waiting to sally out in a concerted movement with the other
French and British forces. Had Kluck's men kept straight
on they would probably have been cut off.
Kluck discovered this just in time. Instead of retreating

be gained, even in the inspiring presence of the New Attila,
who at last went away without uttering a word.

The Robber
Prince
The position of the Crown Prince about the same time
was More awkward still. He appears to have left Ilia
army in the Argonne woods, near the frontier fortress of
Verdun, and motored to an old French chateau behind
Sczanne, just at the point where the Prussian Guard was
a:3embling for the main attempt to pierce the French
centre. The firebrand of Germany reached the chateau
on September 6th, and gave a feast in the evening to some
of the General Staff, who had come to arrange the details
of his triumphal entry into Paris. At night, the table
in the beautiful seventeenth-century banqueting hall was
cleared, and the Crown Prince and his military advisers were
settling things over same bottles of stolen wine and a box of
stolen cigars, when a very loud noise was heard. It was a
French shell bursting in the room next to the hall ! More
shells followed, and then came a regiment .of lean, brownfaced Arabs, their bayonets glistening in the moonlight as
they charged across the garden
of the chateau.
The republican troops of
France had, with - an utter disregard for German royalty,
opened the great battle at their
own time and in their own way.
Instead of waiting to be attacked, they compelled the
pride of Prussia to run for his
life.
As a matter of fact, the
sudden nocturnal bayonet
charge of the Turcos was only
a -feint. The entire French
front from Paris to Verdun
had leaped against the enemy
in a menacing movement, which
was merely designed to hold
all the German armies in the
positions they occupied, and
prevent them from reinforcing
any part of their line. Only
Kluck's men were then being
seriously and unremittingly
attacked.
For Kluck had made a great
mistake, and General joffre
had caught him in a trap.
Feeling the way. A French outpost watching for Germans during an advance of the French army.
When the German commander
The day after this photograph was taken, the soldier depicted in it was brought back to the
swerved past Paris to join
French lines mortally wounded.
General Buelow and General
—on Sedan Pay, of all days—he made a virtue 'of dire
Hansen in attacking the withdrawn French front, he
necessity, and swerved in a large half-circle to the southremembered the reserve French army at Paris, and left
east of Paris, with the largest and best 'of the Teutonic
a large body of troops entrenched on the River Ourcq,
armies. The intention of the Gernian Military Staff . was
east of the capital, to protect his advancing flank. This
then to throw an absolutely overpowering force against
was excellent generalship: But connecting with the Paris
the middle of the French.- battle-front, stretching eastward
army -was the British Expeditionary Force, under Field.,
below Paris, cut the French armies into two parts, annihilate
Marshal French.
them in turn, and then blow- up part 'of the Paris. forts.
Kluck Ignores the
Kluck was- sent south to envelop the western French
British Army
flank at Provins, below Paris.
the British army extended froth a point near the meeting
By September 5th everything was ready. The Kaiser
of the Ourcq and the Marne to a point at the south-east of
proceeded to Nancy to see, on the eastern flank of the
Faris, along another tributary of the Seine known as.
immense- battle-front of two and a half million men, the
the Grand Morin. This river ,and a large wood—the forest
beginning of the victory his generals promised hith. The
of Crecy—separated our men from the lower flank of
War Lord watched. the battle from a hill. His troops
Khick's host that was still sweeping southward. Muck,
advanced in files toward the Nancy plateau, with fifers
however, took absolutely no notice of the British army,
playing them on ; but the little French 3 in. guns shelled
which had been rapidly moved through Paris to meet hint
the columns, and in spite of their bravery, the Germans
once more.
broke and turned back. Four times the advance was
Did he think the men who had withstood him at Meng
made at a loss of half an army corps. But no victory could
-(Cent failed on page 197)
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Rival Artillery—A Battle in a Thunderstorm

While our soldiers were repulsing the Germans in the
valley of the Marne, on September 7th, a fierce thunder—
storm raged. Nature's artillery vied with man's. Torrential
rain fell, and our soldiers revelled in it. Stripping off tunics
and shirts, they had a glorious shower—bath, many standing

naked in the downpour. Then, refreshed, they hurriedly donned
their clothes and proceeded to drive the Germans further
back. Getting them on the run, they captured a number of
prisoners, horse and foot, who, tired and famished for want of
food, admitted they had not the st)mach to face the British charges.

Irish Guards beat back with Bayonets a German Cavalry Charge
tT6I`,( 9 2 0 7 00V iLI

fi

One of the most thrilling . incidents of the fighting along the Marne was the reception
of German cavalry by the Irish Guards. Three regiments of German cavalry, splendidly
horsed and 'equipped,, bore down upon one regiment of the Irish infantry. When they
were only two hundred yards away, an Irishman coolly begged a cigarette from a comrade

and lit it! Then, in perfect order, a bristling bulwark of giants singing "God Save
Ireland!" they prepared to receive cavalry. For a few minutes there was an awful chaos
of horses, soldiers, and weapons. Through it all, the Irish Guards stood immobile. They
threw back at the bayonet's point, In utter demoralisation, the Kaiser's horsemen,
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communication would have been cut. But the German
GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
and Cambrai and captured his guns at Compiegne were position on the Ourcq was very strongly defended by an
Did he mistake our retirement from the unusual number of heavy guns and a large number of condemoralised
north to the south-east of Paris—executed in answer to his cealed Maxims. Bayonet .charges by the French were swept
sudden swerve—as a withdrawal from battle ? Or was it away, and though - their quick-fiters Were admirably
that his cavalry and aerial scouts Were so overmastered by handled, they could not reach as far as the long-range heavy
our reconnoitring horsemen and flying men that they were German batteries. It is said that the Ourcq was not
unable to carry , out a proper reconnaissance ? The' thing carried until some of our gunners came up with oar
heaviest field artillery and helped the French army urflt
is an amazing mystery with an important consequence.
For on Sunday, September 6th, Kluck was in a trap. General Maunourv.
In the meantime, Kluck had saved his men from overOn his eastern flank, the army of Paris, under General
.iMaunourv, held him. On his south-eastern flank the whelming disaster. Fightino- a very skilful rearguard action,
hidden British army allowed him to pass. by. On his and leaving his dead andswounded in thousands behin
southern front, directly on the line of his march, the Fifth him, with lost guns and stricken stragglers, the old German
,French Army, under General d'Esperay, was advancing.
general crossed river after river—the Petit Morin. the Marne.
the Vesle—with the vic, Kluck camped for the
torious British troops behind
night, and the Fifth French
him. He gained a respite
Army came on silently with
at the town of La, Fertefixed bayonets. Down went
sons- Jouarrc, on the River
'the sentries, and three
Marne. by holding up with
villages were captured by
machine-guns an entire
cold steel before the sleeping
British army corps.
The
German host could use its
engineers had a terrible tint
searchlights to direct the fire
getting a pontoon bridge
of its artillery. It was a
across the water. But whea
.moonlight night, the French
this was at last done, oin:
knew the ground blindfold,
men chased the Germans
and there was that within
through the woods . nortic
them no mortal man could
of the Marne, taking transtand against. Grim as an
port waggons, guns, anal
Englishman with his back to
prisonets.
-the wail, mad with an Irishman's lust for battle, and
While we were pushing.
'as deadly tenacious as a
Kluck back, the western
Scotsman, the son of France,
flank of the neighbouring;
,tempered by a long retreat,
German army, under Genera'
put his bayonet through the
Buelow, rigs exposed. The
German war machine and
Fifth French Armai, under
Ill'oke it up.
D'Esperav, having helped
us against Kluck, now swept
The masterly French
sideways on Buelow'S men.
gunner cleared the path for
At the same time, the Fourth
him, and when day broke
Frpnch Army, under General
On Monday, September 7th,
Foch, moved to help them :
Kluck faced round to fight
then, when Buelow began
his way out. For the first
.to retreat, this Fourth
time in a hundred and ten
French Army -struck at the
years the French soldier saw
exposed flank of the Saxon
the back of a beaten Prussian
army, under General
;-"-Lof some hundreds of
Hansen. It was on Septemthousands of beaten Prusber 8th that that- Saxonsians. Kluck was afraid to
army, with which the Prudrive at the French centre,
sian- Guard Was acting, reqo
with his old vehement darcompelled to retreat.
It
ing, for the hidden British
suffered very badly. The
army was sweeping up
Prussian Guard was caught
against his flank.
in the great marsh of Saint
Our guns had opened
Corporal Grusalt, a French infantry soldier, was discovered
Gond, where it lost its grins
action over the river, valley,. trying to sell to the enemy documents relating to the wireless
telegraphic installation on the Eiffel Tower. He was sentenced
half its men. For thiai
and the forest the dav
to degradation before his regiment and imprisonment for life,
disaster, General Hause:x
before, and the Coldstream
and Irish Guards and other foot regiments had been thrown was relieved of his command.
forward to entrench in platoons, with the shrapnel
After the rout of the Saxons, the way was opened for a
bursting like little clouds in the sky above them. i'tone flank attack by the Third French Army, under General
of the enemy could be seen. It was an artillery duel, de "angle, on the army of the Duke of Wurtemberg at
with our airmen flying over the German lines and marking Vitry-le-Francois. Then, on SepteMber 15th, the victory
ended in the retreat of the Crown Prince and his troops
the positions and ranges for our gunners.
On Monday, September 7th, he began to retire towards from Revigny, below Verdun. All along the line General
the north-east, and our troops then had their revenge for Joffre employed the same simple and tremendously effective
all he had tried to do to them the fortnight before between tactics. As each separate victory compelled a single
Mons and Le Cateau. Our light artillery pushed forward German army to retreat, two French armies operated
Over the river and caught the retreating columns of the against the next German force. One attacked in front,
enemy. The Germans were compelled to bring some of the other menaced its flank.
their guns to the rear to protect their infantry. But our
As Nelson said, " only numbers can annihilate." Though
'gunners massed their fire on the enemy's batteries, and our General Joffre had no 'more troops in the field than the
cavalry, especially, it is said, the Scots Greys, rode at the German commander-in-chief, - he continually brought
silenced guns and Maxims and captured them. In some superior_ forces to bear at every critical position. Each
instances, the German machine-guns were undamaged, with German army was caught in nutcraekers, with one French
large quantities of ammunition beside them. They were force on its front and another on its flank. Joffre attacked
a million Germans-with a million French and British troops,
quickly used against their makers.
Had the Paris army along the-Om-co been able quickly, but he endowed his million troops with the otfensive oo•-,vC
to drive in the German troops left there, Muck's lines of of t«-o' millionS of- soldiers.

Antwerp Preparing for the Great German Attack
A

.

DETERMINED shelling of the Antwerp fortifications ti fficiently prodigal of human life. Every one of Antwerp's
was commenced by thjGermans, assisted by Austrians., first-rank forts was dominated by several forts in the second.
on September 29th. Seven days later General De Guise, line. Then there was a very extensive -area where water
the Military Governor of Antwerp, notified the inhabitants could be admitted to a depth of from two to six feet. AP
that a bombardment of the city was imminent, and those inner circle of forts, a deep fosse round the walls of the
who wished to escape the dangers of such an attack were city, and the fortified walls themselves had all to be overcome before the invaders were masters of the city itself,
invited to leave with all possible speed.
- No fortress in the world is impregnable if guns big and only sheer weight of metal from guns such as have never
enough be played upon it, and if the attacking force be -formed,: been used in warfare could accomplish this.
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Food supplies at the docks. The food problem has been strongly handled in
Antwerp and there was little chance of the garrison being starved into surrender.

0

Buneeygen

The proclamation posted on the walls enjoining the inhabitants to keep
calm during the approaching siege attracted crowds of intensely
Interested spectators.

Even while the defending garrison kept the invaders beyond
the walls, the cathedral was too good an artillery mark
for the big German long-distance guns_
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Holding back the Enemy on the. Road to Antwerp

Belgian infantry waiting for the appearance on the other side of the river
of the Germans who have fired the buildings seen burning in the picture.

Belgians seen defending one of the roads leading to Fort Waelhem, one of the forts of the outer ring round Antwera, as the Germans
advanced to bombard the city. Inset: Peasant girl bringing walnuts to Belgian troops in the trenches near• Lierre.
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With the London Scottish on Active Service

•
,

"

'
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The London Scottish, one of the best known and most popular of our Territorial regiments, at a full muster held early in
August, volunteered en masse for Foreign Service. This photograph shows them passing Buckingham Palace prior to leaving for France.

THE London Scottish, r.i.th
(County of London) Battalion, have tasted warfare before,
many members of the famous
regiment having served in the
South African campaign with the
Gordon Highlanders and the
C.1.V.'s. Since the outbreak of
war a second battalion has been.
formed, the rush to join proving
so great that eleven hundred men.
were recruited in three days, and
there was still a substantial surplus. The new battalion is commanded by Colonel Greig,
M.P. for West Renfrewshire, who
formerly commanded the First
Battalion. The regiment was
founded by the Earl of \Vemyss
in 1859, and is very popular.
London Scottish help our native Indian troops in France to unload transport waggons.

The services of the kilted Territorials in France are most va!u—
able in many directions, which cannot be divulged owing to the
secrecy that surrounds the movements of all our troops. Some
of the London Scottish are here shown ready to assist the Royal
Engineers in telegraph repair work in a French town,

France Again Familiar with the " Garb of Old Gaul"

Several centuries have passed since, in the days of the Franco—Scottish Alliance, the kilt was no uncommon sight across the Channel.
Affectionately known as the " Gar:, of the Gaul," it again evokes interest among our Allies when the L.:.ndon
'
Scottish march east.

Mutual pleasure : Representatives of two great fighting nations, the hardy Scot and the
French veteran, salute each other at a railway—station.

A London Scottish Territorial shares
a tight with a wounded Franoh.-nal.

People, Places, Things that are Making History

When the Russian cavalry invaded East Prussia they occupied an estate belonging to the German
Emperor at Rommten. They made themselves at home in his enormous 'garden, slept comfortably in
his residence, And dispat,hed to Mu-cow his entire stock of cattle and horses.

The Dowager Grand Duche:s MecklenimrgS,IINNetill. mot her-i mlaw of the I Zernian Crown
Prinee, has renounced her Getman nutionalitY
and resumed her Russian title.

THE Duchess. of Westminster, whose husband
has shown conspicuous
gallantry at the front,
as now in France, working under the auspices
of the British Red Cross
Society. The photograph on the left shows
her sitting next to Sir
Thomas Lipton on his
steam-yacht Erin whilst
making the journey to
Havre. On the oth0
side of the duchess is
Miss Phillips, who is in
charge of the nurses.
,
Many members of the
aristocracy are working under the Red Cross
at the front, Lady
Dorothie Fending hav=ing
\Vi
3sed the bombardment of Alost.

AVIONS A LBWS
TIREZ
sue ces Appretis

A Raglan priest venturing, forth,in ,the
of. his religions functions to .give spiritual 011solution to 'the wounded at *lost... His hmo-e
formerly belongei to .5 'Belgian lancer.

:..

German set:opiates — tire on these
mchines.11 This , chart has been issued
to Frene,b.soldiers so that they, can &slim .
goish,..hosttle .from... friendly aeroplanes.

M. Tretiakoff, a well-known opera-singer, is
an otficer in the Russian army on the l'russian !frontier. He sings operatic selections.
. to cheer the soldiers in the trenches.

•now
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With the Camera in the War-stricken Countries

This Belgian lancer has captured an
earthenware flask in which the Germans
carry petroleum for use in firing buildings
they wish to burn.

The petrol ean on the ground is carried by Germans, and
its contents are poured out in houses marked fur barring.
The peculiar headpiece is worn by the soldier employed
in the task to prevent him from being berried.
.••••••••• ••
Stt o this In)0,do your cap

Printed sheets sold in Berlin at the equi va,
lent of one penny. and showing in audit ii
size the shell thrown by the great 19'4 M.
German siege gun.

A SOLDIER'S PRAYER.
Almighty and most Merciful Father,
Forgive me my sins:
Grant me Thy peace:
Give me Thy power:
Bless me In life and death,
for Jesus Christ's sake.
Amen.
rn the Chiplalo-General
The unhappy Duchess Ofliixemburg. who
Orisbner by tfi''Germans after
the neutrality of her territory had been
violated by the German soldiery.

Every British soldier was given a card I:ke this, with the Lord's
Prayer on the back, and asked to slip it inside his cap. This
particular card was carried through the Battle of the Marae,
after which its owner was brought to London wounded.

A group of prominent British jockeys who joined the 19th (Queen
Alexandra's) Royal Hussars in order to do their part in the great war
against German aggression. If their military prowess approximates in
excellence to their horsemanship, we may expect to hear more of them.

General Hin&nburg, a German idol who
has been superseded in East Prussia,
who attributed his supposed brilliance to
his • refusal tti react..: romances and poN.r::.

"From Scenes Like These Old Scotia's Grandeur Springs"

A bridge near Soissons was held up by 130 Highlanders who
were attacked by an overwhelming German force. After a hot
quarter of an hour the British Maxim was silent—every man of
the section had been killed. Suddenly a Highlander rushed forward
in face of the German fire, seized the Maxim on its tripod and

roF., "7 back across the bridge with it. Then, in full view of the
ene.:11 he turned round, placed the gun in position, and from the
still—charged belt of the Maxim opened a hail of bullets on the
advancing column of the enemy, which broke and then fled to the
woods as the Highlander fell dead with thirty bullets in his body.

Bedfordshires in a Ho Corner in France

•
A private soldier in the Bedfordshire Regiment has written home
describing how he was one of a party who entered a ..rivate
house so that they might fire upon a German column from the
upper windows. They found a terrified young woman and an
elderly man sitting in a darkened room. Shells screamed about

their. home and their household effects were smashed and burned
about their ears. Blood was everywhere, and after a violent
engagement, from which the British soldiers carried off three of
their number wounded, the terrified residents were conducted to
the cellar for safety. As the soldiers left, the roof was blown off.

The War Illustrated, 17th October, 1914.
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Waging War on the Outposts of Empire
T

HE German colony of Kamerun, or Cameroon, is right
at the head of the great angle in the West Coast of
Africa, and it is being attacked by a British force from
Sierra Leone, one of our West African colonies, whose
capital and coaling station, Freetown, where these
photographs were taken, is the greatest seaport inWest
'Africa. The British gunboat Dwarf was attacked by
a German vessel on the Cameroon River on Sept. 14th.
iThe German colony has a population of about 2,000
,white and almost 3,000,000 natives, and its military
force consists of 200 Germans and 1,55o natives.

British Expeditionary Force leaving Freetown in lighters to embark on transports
for operation against Kamerun. Inset: native solders with guns.

sierra Leone native troops under British officers at Freetown, before proceeding on the expedition to attack the port of Duala, on
the Bight of Biafra, and the point of entry to the German West African colony of Kamerun.

Loyal Canada does Better than She Promised
did more than she promised. Her intention was
CANADA
to send a contingent of 20,000 for the war front, but
the response fdr volunteers was so generous that a force of
32,000 gathered at Valeartier camp, and left Quebec for
Berlin via France. Hundreds of the men went to camp en
their own responsibiltv and at their own expense, and in some

c~ acs whole regiments \tint to Valeartier without orders.
There were 1,80o officers at the mustering camp, and it
was proposed that 8o0 of them should accompany the
Expeditionary Force and that the remaining thonsand
should stay, but the dissatisfaction at this was so great
that it was decided to send the entire number.

The Strathcona Horse passing through Quebec on their way to the docks to entrain for the
war. Owing to tho great secrecy, difficulty was experienced in securing this photograph.

The large picture above shows an. Army transport service
arriving at the wharf at Quebec prior to embarkation. The group
on the right comprises the Duke of Connaught (in the centre),

Colonel Panet and Colonel Benson after the inspection of the depart—
ing force. The small photograph on the left shows the volunteers
leaving yictoria, Vancouver Island, on the Princess Sophia.

The War Illustrated, 17th October, 1914.
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The Flower of Our Indian Army in France

On the left two Indian soldiers are drawing from the regimental water barrels,
and on the right one of the army mules is shown indulging in a dust-bath.

The morning toilet of the native Indian soldiers made in the open excited curiosity
in those to whom such a sight was new. They shave each other but use no soap.

Genera. Lerriers, of General Joffre's army, inspecting the Indian troeps in the company
of a British officer atter their arrival in France.

Indian soldier carrying the (tools
which are used for digging trenches.

I1
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Helping the Allies of the Great British Raj

A general view of the Indian camp, the white tents gleaming in the French sun—
shine. Here the arrivals mustered while their equipment and artillery were being
gathered for transport to the fighting-line.

Part of the Indian contingent preparing to pitch their tents near Marseilles after
disembarkation. On the right three soldiers getting a horse ready for the front.

A sample of the physique that is
typical to our Indian force.

Indian soldiers loading belts for bullets for which they mean to find German billets.
Their postures would be almost impossible for European troops who were not tailors.

The Trail of the "Blonde Beast " in Belgium

The trail of the beast is upon nearly every Belgian village through which German forces have marched. This photograph shows a row
of fire—blackened cottagesat Melle, near Ghent, andthe ruined inhabitants removing on a barrow the few belongings they were able to save.

Another example of Germany's campaign to terrorise the innocent. A Belgian woman, robbed of husband and home by German
" frightfulness," is forced to beg in the streets. Tragedies similar to this are to be found by the score in every Belgian town.

Coward Work of Germany's Military Murderers

In his dispatch of September 18th, Sir John French reported:
"At Senlis, a poacher shot one German soldier and wounded
another. The German commander then assembled the mayor of
the town and five other leading citizens and forced them to kneel
before graves whieh had already been dug. Requisition was made
for various supplies, and the six citizens were then taken to a

neighbouring field and shot. According to thelcorroborative
evidence of several independent persons, some twenty-four people,
including women andichildren, were also shot. The town was
then pillaged, and was fired in several places before it was
evacuated. It is believed that the cathedral was not damaged,
but many houses were destroyed."

The Waiillustrated, lith Oct ob e
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Every day, in all parts of their little country, the amazing Belgian soldiers are adding to
their glorious reputation. The invaders are harried and attacked at every opportunity; and
unexpected defences are put up whenever a hope of success exists. Alas, a price has to be
paid for such gallantry. The pictures on this page show Belgian defenders who have been
wounded during recent encounters with the Germans. The top lett photo shows Belgian Red

Cross workers succouring an injured soldier in the trenches at Labbeke ; and, top right
picture, carrying him to safety on his rifle. The bottom left picture illustrates one Of the
war's most gruesome incidents —German soldiers discovering a wounded Belgian who
had hidden in a sewer for six days rather than face possible maltreatment. Bottom right
photo shows a sorely wounded Belgian being carried on a stretcher into Termonde.

1,2
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AustrialeNever-Victorious" Warriors in Belgium

The German War Lords evidently consider that the fighting
value of the Austrian troops will be increased by being put alongside their own men instead of being left as a national army, and

Austrians in Brussels beside. one of their motor-guns with
which they were to help in the siege of Antwerp. In the back-

ground of the picture there may be clearly seen one of these guns

so they have been called upon to assist in operations before
Antwerp. These Austrians are seen constructing a bridge across
a river on their way to the great attack upon the Belgian fortress.

with its pair of recoil cylinders. If the Austrians are as unsuccessful in Belgium as they have been in Galicia, the soldiers of King
Albert will he easily able to meet them and resist their attacks.
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Britannia Mourns Her Heroic Dead

Lieut.-Col. R. E. BENSON,
East Yorkshire Regiment.

Captain A. G. CAMERON,
Cameron Highlanders.

Captain C. H. KER,
Bedfordshire Regiment.

Eng. Lt.-Com. T. A. VENNING, H.M.S. Pathfinder,

Capt. G. H. FITZGERALD,
4th Dragoons.

Capt. A. C. AUBIN,
East Lancs. Regiment.

Capt. D. N. C. C. MIERS,
Cameron Highlanders.

Capt. Lord John HAMILTON, Irish Guards.

Capt. W. R. FREND,
Sherwood Foresters.

Lieut. J. C. COKER,
South Wales Borderers.

Lieut. A. de L. TEELING,
Norfolk Regiment.

Lt. H. MOCKLER FERRYMAN, Ox. and Bucks L.I.

Lt. G. V. NAYLOR-LEYLAND,
Royal Horse Guards.

Lieut. R. B. BENISON,
Connaught Rangers.

Sec.-Lt. R. A. de STACPOOLE
Connaught Rangers.

Sec.-Lt. N. J. R. WRIGHT,
Royal Field Artillery.

Lieut. 0. A. KNAPTON,
Royal Warwickshire Regt.

Lieut. H. C. DAVIES,
Welsh Regiment.

Lieut. F. de V. B. ALLFREY, 9th Lancers.

Sec.-Lieut.W. de WINTON,
Coldstream Guards.

Sec.-Lt. C. L. MACKENZIE,
Highland Light Infantry.

Lieut. P. M. MURRAY,
Sherwood Foresters.

Sec.-Lieut. Sir G. G. S.
BAILLIE, Bt., Scots Greys.

Lt. R. G. WORTHINGTON,
Oxford and Bucks L.I.
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Illustratcd, 1511 Octobtr,.1E4.

Our New Million Army in the Making

A company of recruits who were formerly employees in Ma tiervizs of the Post Office at signal practice in Regent's Park.

Some of

Lord Kitchener's first half-million at bayonet practice at Aldershot. They drill incessantly and earnestly.

Recruits at Aldershot beginning their training, and before they
have been served with uniforms. They are " splendid stuff."

A squad of the new army being initiated into the technicalities
of sighting, so as not to waste ammunition by misses. • r,

Learning the use of the sword. Nothing could be more promising than the energy and enthusiasm that the new recruits put into
their drilling, their one object being to become fit so that they may be sent to the battle-line at the earliest possible moment.
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HOW THE WAR WAGES
The Merging of the Battlefields
ON October ist, two months after the first movement of
German troops towards Luxemburg, there were no
'separate fields of struggle in Europe. One immense, connected battle raged in and around the lands of the Teutonic
Empires. The allied front stretched from Holland to
'Courland and the march of Eastern Prussia. In the
middle it was broken by the neutral territories of Switzerland and Italy. But to the west of Italy the Serbian
advance formed another part of the front, with a lessening
gap between it and the Russian columns that had invaded
the Hungarian plain.
Then, from the Carpathian heights, the main Russian
Army stretched through Poland, by Warsaw, to Courland.
The total number of Germans, Austrians, Hungarians, and
races under Teutonic rule possibly amounted to five and
a half millions of active fightin,men. Opposed to them
were Russian, French, Serbian, British,
b
Indian, Belgian, and
Montenegrin forces .of something like seven million troops,
all entrenched or marching to battle or violently fighting.

•
•

THE STORY OF THE
GREAT CONFLICT
TOLD WEEK BY WEEK

force, they were able to telegraph to Berlin news of a victory
—such a victory as the Austrians won by the score till
they were completely broken by the main Russian attack.
*

The Importance of Antwerp

were probably 125,000 German and Austrian
THERE
troops round Antwerp on Tuesday, October 6th.
For some days they had been ingesting the Belgian river
port and reducing its southernmost forts near Malines
by shell-fire. Their first intention seems to have been to
blow a path by the Austrian r 7 in. howitzers through
the triple circle of fortifications and slowly advance by
trench work along this opening into the city. But by
October 7th they found that this cautious, regular method
of approach was too slow. For some reason, the city had
to be captured at once. So they gave notice of a general
bombardment, which opened the following Oar
instead
of fighting against the Belgian army and the forts, the
Germans began to rain death upon the non-combatants.
*

The Difficulties of General Kluck

position on the vast European battle-front
THEongeneral
Saturday, October 3rd, was that the Teutons FOR

in the south of Belgian, the ablest of German
generals, Kluck, was getting into serious difficulties.
were beginning seriously to feel the pressure of the superior
numbers massed around them. The Kaiser was perplexed The French commander-in-chief had compelled him to
by the situation he had created. He rushed from Nancy stretch his lines for another hundred miles from the Aisne
in France to Graivo in Russia ; then returned from Graiyo River to the Belgian frontier. This could not be done
to Cologne, haying seen half of one of his army corps slain without additional large forces of infantry, horsemen, and
guns. For some weeks, every man that could be spared
at Nancy and two broken in the marshes beyond Graivo.
in the Teutonic territories had been hutried to the help
of Kluck, and thrown into the battle-line to force back the
Rennenkampf to the Rescue
encircling French movement.
BY. this time, neither General Joffre in the west nor the
But by Saturday, October 3rd, there were no fresh troops
Grand Duke Nicholas in the east was fighting in a available to meet our Indian soldiers and their French
national way. Each of these supreme commanders-in- comrades-in-arms round the Belgian frontier. Kluck could
chief was basing his strategetical movements on the general. only shift some of his million and a quarter men from point
European situation. What they had chiefly in mind was to point, and diminish his strength in the south in order
the German system of railways, that connected with both to prevent his northern line from giving way. While
their fronts, and enabled the German Military Staff to shift bringing up troops from Lorraine and around Verdun he
their offensive power rapidly from either side. _
was running great risks. What he wanted as a reinforcement was the German army round Antwerp. It was to
*
*
*
this army for service against the Franco-British front
General Joffre's immediate task of so lengthening free
that the attack on Antwerp was suddenly quickened and
THUS
his northern line as to outflank the forces of Kluck made more savagely brutal. Rennenkampf's success in
was of secondary importance. The conditions of a great the Niemen had stopped all Kluck's sources of fresh troops.
Franco-British victory had first to be assured in Russian
*
*
*
Poland by a mighty movement on the western bank of the
Vistula, which would engage the millions of Germans and IN the meantime, General Joffre was proceeding calmly
Austrian troops assembled there, and so make it impossible se and in silence or his double task of keepin,in conceit
to send any of them to reinforce Kluck in Northern France.
b and mainwith the great Russian movement in the east,
For this reason, General Rennenkampf's victory over taining and strengthening his own position in the west. All
the Prussian armies on the Niemen helped to ease the along the fortified entrenchments of the Aisne the stress of
position of affairs on the Franco-Belgian frontier, a thousand battle was mitigated. The Germans awoke to the fact
miles away. By October 6th the broken German host, that by making violent counter-attacks against our prepared
flying from the swamps and woods round the Niemen, had positions they were playing into our hands. They had
been reinforced by the garrison of Koenigsberg, and had wasted thousands of men who were now sadly needed
re-formed along the Prussian frontier. Their reinforcements farther along the still extending line. So they remained
could not restore to them their offensive power.
Passive along the Aisne, and two of our Highland regiments
captured some of their trenches.
*

The Grand Russian Army Opens Battle
ROUND Warsaw, and between Warsaw and the German

A

frontier, the Grand Russian Army had been collecting
for two Months. It was its southern wing, under General
Russkv, that had captured Lemberg. But no advance
could be made towards the main road to Berlin until the
German army in East Prussia, which threatened a flank
attack, had been beaten back and retained. This is what,
General Rennenkampf accomplished by the beginning of
October. With part of the northern wing of the Grand
Army he assured the safety of its centre.
So the Russian centre—the mightiest instrument of war
ever known to man—began on October 4th to move onward.
With gigantic feelers of Cossack cavalry and light horse
artillery it felt along the Vistula for its enemy, testing
every hostile position by innumerable fierce, determined
skirmishes. Here and there, where the Germans were in

*

*

DURING the first week in October the northern section
of the battle-front, from the heights north of Compiegne to the plain east of Lille, was the scene of the most
violent fighting in the campaign. For a hundred miles,
German troops and Austrian gunners, French and Indian
horsemen, infantry and artillerymen, swayed to and fro
amid the continual roar of cannon and scream of shell.
*

*

ii N Picardy on Monday, October 5th, when our Indian
reinforcements entered on their first historic fight on
a European battlefield, things were going badly in places
with the Allies. But the lost ground was recovered by a
tremendous effort of heroism, and the cavalry charges
reached into Belgian territory. Far in the south, where
the German line had been weakened; the French were
making deadly progress.
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A WEEKLY PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

A NTWERP'S day of anguiti.
This photograph, exclusively
publ'shed here, s ows the enormous crowd of despairing`refugees
on the North Gorman Lloyd quay
struggli ig to reach the fit atingpier (in the Lregrould) leading
from the battered and burning
town to the temocrary pontoon
bridge. The escape of the so diers
was a matter of vital importance,
and some are seen crossin the
pontoon bridge (immediately
under this paragraph). One of
the German liners disabled by the
British before they left is shown.
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iCci sot...Suss hastening to the frontier.
when Antwerp fell i., rider to cope with
the greet rush of B.:Ig.a; crest asui military
r.fuee3 i xo f nrily t-1311an-.S.

THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
VII.

The Heroic Adventure at Antwerp

Belgian army's defence of Antwerp was a desperate
I
gesture of heroism by a -little nation dying M immortal fame with the hope of a glorious resurrection.
The double line of armoured forts, designed thirty years
ago by General Brialmont. had become worse than useless.
With the surprising development in power of the new siege
artillery, Antwerp had ceased to exist as a fortress. A line
of earthworks in an open field would have been a safer
defensive position.
When the modern French forts at Maubeuge fell, the
doom of the old works at Antwerp, with their feebler guns,
was plainly seen to be inevitable. The Belgian soldiers
knew it. Some of . them had fought at Liege until the
German howitzers arrived. Others had retired at the last
moment for escape from the swift, shattering downfall
of Namur. They knew their defence was hopeless.
But their courage was of that flaming, passionate sort
that puts things again and yet again to mortal hazard.
Antwerp, their beloved Antwerp, with its atmosphere of
romance, its treasures of native art, its multitude of free,
independent townspeople, with its far-stretched lines of
forts, built in the old days to shelter the whole army, could
not be tamely surrendered as a matter of sound strategy.
The Belgian would not play for sa`ety. Cost what it
might—even the destruction of the entire military forces
of the nation—Antwerp should be held as long as possible,
for honour's sake.
Magnificently did the Belgian troops act on this high
resolution. Standing by the grave of their power as an
independent people, they jumped in, rifle in hand, and
used the grave as a fighting trench. After withdrawing
ntwerp on August 17th. they continually sallied out
against the eini-in_y'c forces, and threatened the lines of
communication between r
and Germany. Four
German army corps had to move about belginin, en the
defensive, at times when their help in France might have
turned the tide of battle. By holding back these German
reinforcements and keeping them in fierce conflict for over
seven weeks, the Belgian army in Antwerp helped to win
the victories to the south—on the Marne, on the Aisne,
and at Arras.
At last, surprised, alarmed, disconcerted by the spirit
MHE

and daring of the Belgian force. the German Military Staff
resolved to bring their siege artillery from Maribeuge to
Antwerp. In the second week in September there was
heavy fighting south of the Belgian river port, where
German and A ustrian engineers were preparing the concrete emplacements for their two hundred big howitzeis,
By September 28th the concrete had settled and hardened, and the artillery was brought up from Brussels. The
following day the bombardment opened. The two
southernmost forts, Wae.hem and Wavle Sainte Gaaherinc,
v-ere attacked by the concentrated fire of the enormous
howitzers, some of w hich threw picric shells weighing each
a ton. The Belgian gunners were utterly powerless.
Their old 4-m. and 6in. Krupp guns were useless.
- The hostile howitzers could not - be seen. They fired
high into the an, and the shells shattered down from the
sky. It was impossible to calculate in which positions
the artillery was concealed that fired them. This is the
supreme advantage which mobi.e, attacking siege ordnance
has gained through the invention of smokeless- powder.
it remains invisible, and movable if discovered by aerial
reconnaissance, while the fort it is attacking is a plain,
fixed, easy mark. With the new range-finding instruments, and the concentration of the Me of a hundred
howitzers against the small numbers of guns in each fort,
the destruction of any old-fashioned armoured- and .cori."Crete fortress is very rapid.
It was somewhat too rapid in the first bombardment of
Antwerp. One of the forts of the outer line quickly
exploded and burst into high flame. A brigade of German
infantry, entrenched just beyond the range of the Belgian
guns, rose and ran forward to capture the ruined fort, and
hold the gap in the fortressed line against the defending
troops. But when they reached the fort, guns, Maxims,
rifles, live electric-wire entanglements, caught them in a
trap. The supposed explosion had been produced by
pouring petrol on some lighted straw brought into the
fort for the purpose. One-third of the German brigade
fell round the slopes, the rest fled, with the shrapnel and
Maxim fire sweeping them in their retreat.
This, however, was the only success that the Belgian
C'ontiatted an page
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Rescuing an Aviator's Mechanic from Uhlans

Captain Gerard is one of the most daring of French military
aviators. After scouting near Compeigne he brought his Caudron
biplane down rather near the German advance posts, and the
Uhlans made an effort to surround him. He had to rise in the
air, leaving his mechanic behind. A military car is at the service

of every aviator, and carries spare parts. In this case Captain
Gerard's car came up, and its crew went to the rescue of the
abandoned mechanic. There was a pretty skirmish between the
Uhlans and the aviator and motor crew. All the French party
escaped unwounded, but two dead Uhlans were left behind.
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gunners in the forts obtained. They could not reach the
hostile artillery, and though they lighted more straw, and
pretended to he lying all dead amid the wreck of their
guns, the German troops would not advance again. in
the meantime Fort Waelhem was really destroyed. This
happened on Wednesday, September loth, and on the
following day two neighbouring torts were silenced.
The terrible howitzer shells bent and smashed the steel
cupolas. tore away the armoured concrete in masses as
large as ordinary houses, exploded the magazines and
knocked over the armament. The gunners who lived
through the first inconceivable explosion had to fly at once
from death in many forms—poisonous fumes, concussion,
flying, fragments of steel, falling masses of concrete, overturning guns. Like a solitary battleship foundering under
the gunfire of a- great fleet, the single torts fell one by on.e
against the immense siege artillery designed for use by a
million men against the fortifications of Paris.
But what the Germans won by their overpowering
machinery of war they lost again in flesh and blood. For
on October ist their infantry tried to rush the trenches the
Echelans hastily made between their silenced torts, and
weez- hurled back with heavy losses, Then the lighter

Villagers of Wetteren giving bread to Belgian troops as they
march through the village.

river, that the British reinforcements of 8,000 Marines and
sailors seem, in some cases, to have had:no time to get their
naval guns into action.
They had hurriedly to relieve some of the Belgian troops
in the shrapnel-swept earthworks. Our men went into the
trenches and' occupied them until Tuesday morning;
October 6th, seeing never an enemy to attack, and having
nothing to do but passively endure the terrific artillery
fire from the great German guns far in the distance. And
on Tuesday the German gunners pushed against the position
to the right of the British trenches, and held the Belgians
with shrapnel, while the German infantry pierced the line.
A Bridge of
Dead Bzdies
Even in these terrible circumstances the Belgians lost
none of their courage. Before the German troops could
cross the river, their pontoons were destroyed by the
defenders, and rebuilt and again destroyed. Then 3,000
Germans tried to swim the Nethe. In the end, they walked
from bank to bank, over the most horrible bridge man ever
used—over the dead bodies of their comrades, piled above
the sunken pontoons until they rose from the water.
On the ground thus terribly won, between the Nethe and
the irmer line of Antwerp torts, the Germans planted some
of their lighter howitzers, and gave notice to bombard the
city. For their guns could now reach over the inner forts to
the suburbs and centre of - the great old Belgian river port.
What followed in Antwerp itself was not warfare, but the
terrorisation of half a million non-combatant townspeople.
At midnight on Wednesday, October 7th, the first screaming shell fell around the houses and exploded_
Some o the suburbs burst into flame. as incendiary
bombs rocketed across the smoky darknests. By the
river an immense store of petrol was set alight. to prevent
the conquerer from using it. The fumes of the oil, the
flames of the bombarded houses, the flash and thunder of
the exploding shells turned beautiful, romantic Antwerp
into a scene of infernal splendour. In vague, vast, dim
crowds, the stricken, hopeless, helpless people fled at night
by river and road into Holland—a sudden. tragic exodus of
half a million men, women, and children, many of them
refugees from the burnt and ruined villages and towns of
Belgium who had come to Antwerp for safety.
Such was the wild, contused, heartbreaking civilian
aspect of the downfall of Belgium's last and greatest
stronghold. But from the purely military point of view,
the tall of the famous city was in a way a triumph for
Belgian arms rather than a disaster. For, with the exception of IS,000 Belgian soldiers, chiefly volunteers, and
some 2,000 British troops who crossed into Holland—,
many of them intentionally directed, or rather misdirected,
thither by a German spy, who will never again render a
traitor service to his masters—and were interned by the
Dutch, the Belgian army and British brigades fought their
way to the coast, losing neither guns nor arm( iured -trains.
On Thursday night, October 8th, when the Germans
were trying to cut the line of retreat, the defenders of
Antwerp marched out towards Ostend, leaving some of
their forts on the eastern side still firing bravely.
The Belgians' defence of Antwerp was a glorious close
to the campaign for civilisation which they opened two
months before at Liege. At Antwerp the Belgians rose to
their greatest height of heroism.

German howitzers moved forward and searched the Belgian
trenches with continual shrapnel, night and (lay, till the
Antwerp army was compelled to withdraw across the
Nethe, closer to their doomed city.
The new position was admirable. The well-made earthworks, stretching along the flooded river, were stronger
defences than the old armoured forts, under the new
conditions of artillery warfare with smokeless powder and
aerial fire control, But two hundred great movable guns
Saved France From a
were needed to maintain the artillery duel, Of these great
Stab in the Back
guns the defenders et Antwerp did not possess one. They
Even as they had helped France mightily at Liege,
had only light field artillery and the small Krupp guns
so did they help her at Antwerp. They diverted against
fixed in the remaining forts.
themselves, by their audacity of menace, the great, siege
By Saturday, October 3rd, Antwerp was a city of dour
train which the Germans would have liked to have shifted
despair, of hopeless courage. The machinery of attack
from Maubeuge to the Verdun-Tout tortressed line in
had proved overwhelming. There was not much difference
in numbers between the defending and assai
Eastern France. In the middle of this fortressed line; et
armies ;
Saint Mihiel, the Germans had made a gap. With two
but the difference in heavy: gun-power was enormous. It
hundred heavy howitzers, sent through Metz, they might
was like four hundred riflemen on a big lumber raft trying
have so widened the gap as to have poured an army against
to beat off lour hundred men on a modern cruiser.
Great was the toy on Saturday et. erring h-en the first
the rear of the allied front on the Aisne. The Belgians at
part of the British Naval Brigade arrived in the falling city. ‘. ronverp prevented this stab in the back of their friendS.
It .Was Wildly hoped that the Jew big guns our men .were' Never can Britain and France repay Belgium. Eternal
bringing with them would alter the position of affairs.
glory is hers, and the passionate admiration of every soul
But so desperate was the situation in the trenches by the
'that prizes the highest things in civilisation,
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Camera Chronicle of
Belgium's Last Stand

•

The last of the refugees to leave Antwerp as the Germans entered the city are seen crossing the River Scheldt—some of them by the river
ferry-boat and some by the pontoon bridge, temporarily erected and afterwards destroyed to prevent the Germans following the
retreating soldiers and fleeing citizens. The river was flowing with oil, run to waste so as not to be of service to the invaders.

trans.eort
Some of the plucky defenders before the evacuation of the city. This photograph shows a party of British Marines with a motor
waggon and two of the armoured motor-cars that proved of great service in the defence of Antwerp.
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With the Antwerp Garrison in the Town and in the Trenches

Some of the Antwerp garrison, forced back from the outer fortifications by heavy artillery fire that they could not return, made a
determined stand at Vieux Dieu. They are here shown in company with British sailors erecting barbed-wire entanglements to block
the road at Vieux Dieu. Barbed wire, to impede attacks by infantry or cavalry, has been greatly in evidence during the war.

Marines, having scooped out a trench by the roadside, hold a commanding position
with their Maxim. The Marine with the flag is a signaller. Owing to the distant range
from which the Germane fired, our machine-guns could not do much effective work.

One of our Marines, wounded while
helping to man the trenches, is escorted
back to the town by a comrade.

Oritish armoured motor-car in the town. To the very last the sight of a British sailor or Marine was an occasion for cheers, even
though those who cheered knew that our men were too few in numbers, and too short of big guns, to be materially helpful.
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British Naval Men Watch a " Black Maria " Shell Explode

When the men of the British naval force arrived at Antwerp early
in October they found that rough trenches (had been prepared
for them. These they improved and strengthened with timber
and sandbags. While they were digging, a German aeroplane
hovered overhead and dropped smoke-bombs, which gave the

exact point of marksmanship for the enemy's artillery. The
defence of Antwerp was a courageous undertakinj, and its
surrender in face of the weight of the enemy's artillery was strategics
policy as well as military necessity. Britain's share in the defence
is a story that reflects no discredit on our nation or our arms.
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British Naval Men Strengthening the Antwerp Trenches

Men of the British Naval Brigade carrying ammunition into the trenches that
formed part of Antwerp's inner line of defence, and were prepared for them
before their arrival to assist the gallant Belgians. Inset: Protected by heaps
of sandbags and other hastily—made defences the Navy men wait for Germans
to appear.

Royal Marines in the trenches outside Lierre. On the left Is the
shelter to which they rushed when shells burst too close.

Hidden from
from the gaze of hostile airmen and protected from
Black Merles." The shelter was covered with tufts of grass.

Another trench at Lierre, nastily excavated alongside a tree—
lined path. A machine—gun supports the Marines who occupy it.
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Armoured Motor-car and Train in Action at Antwerp

An armoured motor—car scouring the roads round Antwerp•
Just ahead a shell from one of the attacking army's big guns
has burst, throwing off a terrific cloud of thick black smoke.
A Belgian officer looks to see what damage has been done.

So that it might be able to fire at the big German siege—guns, an
armoured train, manned by Belgians and British, sallied out
from Antwerp. The recoil vibration of firing a broadside
made the whole train rock on the railway line.

French Marines also tried to Succour the Bombarded own

Tshe French Marines wear long overcoats, buttoned back at the
knees, like the French infantry, and the peculiar French sailor's
hat. Some are here shown marching to the trenches at Antwerp.

The French Marines are also handy with the bayonet. i...uring a v+otent engagement near Ghent, their long, deadly weapons frightened
four hundred Germans into surrender, and compelled others to retire. This photograph shows some French Marines advancing
expectedly through a field not far from Antwerp. The square photo above depicts the Marines with trophies captured from the enemy.
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Flames of War Lighting German Approach to Antwerp

Contich is a village seven miles from the Central Station of Antwerp
on the Turnhout Railway. When the great Krupp guns had fired the
buildings seen above the few remaining inhabitants fled in panic
towards the city, where, alas ! no relief could be offered them.

The small square picture shows a bridge in Antwerp which was blown up by British Marines as the Germans advanced. Their
artillery had started a conflagration in the adjacent buildings. In the large picture Germans on their way into Antwerp are seen
passing a church that has been made a charred shell by their fire.
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The Weary Pilgrimage from the Bombarded City to Safety

A common scene in the Dutch villages near the Belgian frontier
after the Germans had taken Antwerp. Dutch villages often
found accommodation for many times their own population.
1•

Only very fortunate refugees were able to find conveyances to
carry themselves and their possessions out of the war zone.

Belgian families fleeing from
Antwerp. If the little children
taken from their homes to
seek safety in other countries
realised what it all meant they
would not have regarded the
migration as the picnic many
of them thought it to be. The
novelty of the proceeding
appealed to them, and their
innocence was both pathetic
and gratifying.

One of the saddest things in the whole refugee situation is that families are broken up and scattered, individual members being entirely
ignorant if the other members are even alive. This photograph shows a wall in a village where passing refugees have written messages
to their friends on the faint chance that they will be read by the eyes for which they are intended.
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Ancient Ghent Falls to the Modern Huns

After the fall of Antwerp part of the German army approached
Ghent, which, having been declared an open town, offered no
opposition. This photograph shows Belgian forces leaving the
town an hour before the first patrol of Germans arrived.

In the early hours of October 12th a party of German cyclists, infantry, and Uhlans entered Ghent. The commanding officer
proceeded to the town-hall and conferred with the burgomaster and town councillors. The German flag was afterwards hoisted
over the town hall, as shown in the circular photograph. The lower picture shows the German soldiers outside the town-hall.
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How Russians Brought a Zeppelin to Earth

While a Russian cavalry brigade with horse artillery was mechanism and the rudder. With her nose tilted in the air, the
moving from Miawa, in Poland, towards the Prussian frontier in Zeppelin managed to move off, disappearing behind a wood, and
fate September, Zeppelin V. approached at great speed. The dropping bombs. The battery limbered up, galloped througlt the
brigade immediately opened fire. The first shot felt short, the woods, unlimbered again, and re-opened fire, the first shot taking
second overshot the mark, the third damaged the balancing effect. The airship sank slowly to earth and was raptured.
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Guards' Brilliant Capture of Machine-Guns

During the crossing of the Aisne, on September 13th, a stretch
of open country lay immediately ahead of the British troops,
then a wood. It was raining heavily. As our gallant men
approached cover a murderouamachine-gun Sr. rakectthem. The
Irish Guards, 3rd Coldstreams, and 2nd Grenadiers, drenched

to the skin, fixed bayonets and charged. They swept down on the
Kaiser's crack regiment, the Prussian Guards, like an avalanche.
It was all over in ten minutes,-and our spoil amounted to Six
machine-gems, 38,000 rounds of ammunition—which was later
turned against the Germans—and 150 dejected prisoners.
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Described by A. G. HALES
I AM sending this account of Flemish terrors from a
little village called Eckeren, close up to Antwerp,
hoping to get it through Holland to London. On all
sides terror reigns. The cry goes from lip to lip : "Antwerp
has fallen ! " and the despairing echo is " The Uhlans are
coming ! God help us ! "
An official told me that all the best pictures in the city
had been collected, by order of the King of the Belgians, to
be transferred to London at once to save them from the
rapacity of the Kaiser's hordes. The city is on fire in
many places, and the conflagration lifts up the kindly
curtain that darkness has lowered upon the writhing of a
people. - The scenes in all the townships and villages between
Antwerp and Holland simply beggar description. Eckeren
is sickening in its intense misery. Women of all ages are
rushing about frantic with fear and misery ; mothers

doing all they can to help the famished, footsore wretches
thrown helpless and homeless upon the mercy of the world,
but it is a great strain upon their resources.
At Rossendale and Bergen-op-Zoom, the two first railway
stations over the Netherlands frontier, there remains
a horde of stranded waifs of all ages, sexes, and social
standing. Every train that goes out is packed to its very
utmost capacity with refugees, making anywhere and
anyhow to some haven of refuge. No charge is made, no
tickets asked for. Food is given by Government and the
general public, but there. is no bedding for hundreds ; they
just throw themselves down and sleep on bare floors, on
tables, or out in the open, thankful to have escaped the
lances of the men the Kaiser is so proud of describing as
the finest cavalry in- Europe. At Bergen - op - Zoom I
beheld a sight that all England should have seen, and then
I think volunteers would flock to the colours, not in hundreds

Fugits waiting patiently to cross the pontoon bridge and get away from Antwerp in the wake of the retreating army.

hunting for lost children gone astray in the panic ; husbands
searching for wives and little ones ; old women totter along
the roads, moaning and wringing their hands ; aged men,
clinging to the arms of younger folk, stagger northwards,
alternately praying to God and cursing the Kaiser. It
is the most pitiful sights the sun ever looked down upon.
At Cappellen, the next township northwards, the sights
were even worse. I saw an army of women practically
demented by fear. They were as bad as the Macedonian
women who fled in 1903 in front of the Turkish BashiBazouks. Sick women and men were being carried on
mattresses, preferring death from exposure to the tender
mercies of the Kaiser's cavalry, who were expected in that
direction as soon as the city fell.
At Heide and Cappelle-au-Bois the sights were heartrending. People worn with fear and running lay about
sleeping—the sleep of semi-paralysis--little children who
had been sundered from their parents and had been swept
Hollandwards in the maelstrom of human anguish,
crouched anywhere and anyhow, hungry, weary, and lividlipped.
A few months ago all these places were peaceful and
prosperous ; now they are beyond portrayal. The terror
of German deeds in Belgium is so great that the very fear
of their coming has driven a homely, thrifty, kindly people
to the verge of madness. The Dutch people seem to be

per day, but in thousands, determined to crush the heathen
tyrant who had made such misery possible.
The waiting-rooms and platforms were crammed wills
people, woe-worn and weary. On the side of the railway
line there was packed a perfect mass of odds and ends that
fugitives had snatched up in the moment of flight from
home—and on or near this medley of household idols sat,
stood, or lay the owners in scanty attire in the pitiless night.
Many of the women were sobbing with dry-eyed mournfulness that was a million times worse than tears. Now and
again some poor wretch would rise and cry aloud the name
of a lost child, and when no answer came the crier would
crumple up and go down in a shapeless heap, her dishevelled
hair falling over her haggard face like a kindly veil.
They were good to the children, these poor, worn women.
I saw one take off her jacket, and there was nothing underneath but a thin calico garment that left her neck and
bosom bare to the raw night air. She had seen a little
child nearly nude asleep by the railway line. The youngster
was not hers, but they are universal mothers, these women.
Thrusting the little one's legs through the arms of the
jacket, she buttoned the garment round the body of the
waif, and laid it very tenderly down to sleep in something
like warmth, whilst she lay awake and shivered. This
may not be the bravery of the battlefield, but it is the
bravery that makes the other sort possible.
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Silent Witnesses of German Orgy and Pillage
have had valuable allies in the great stores of
W E.French
champagne which the Germans pillaged as
they marched through the wine country around Rheims
and Epernay. The hand that trembles with drunken
debauchery is not the hand that can grasp a bayonet
to advantage, and the eye that is dulled by drink is
lot in a condition to aim a rifle. Many hundreds of

German soldiers have been made prisoners when " blind
to the world," as the expressive saving goes, so that,
however much we may despise the bestial practices of
the enemy, we may regard them as working to our
advantage in making their victims unfit to fight. The
men merely followed the example of their officers in
their drunkenness and pillage.

A scene in a beautiful chateau at Lempest, near Malines, where
a Belgian shell came through the wall and put to flight a company
of German pillagers, who left behind them this riot of wanton ruin,

A dressing—table in a room in the same chateau showing drawers
emptied by German thieves, who stole what they could take with
them and destroyed most of what they could not carry.

The halt of a Belgian mansion where drunken Germans rioted
before being driven away by Belgian artillery. The finest wine—
cellars of France have been pillaged by the sottish soldiery of

Germany, and many hundreds of them have been taken prisoners
when drunk. Scenes like the above have been, to the discredit
of the German nation, very common during the war.
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The Tragedy of War Shorn of its Glory-THE sad plight of the people of Belgium has opened the
channels of charity in nearly every country in the world
except Germany and her ally. Money has been sent from
far Australia and from America to relieve the distress of an
entire country, but the greatest aid has been rendered by
Holland, France, and Great Britain, where few doors are
shut against the poor people whose dire need is the passport to every sympathetic heart, and few cars have been

An old man of Antwerp is being helped along the
road that leads to Holland by his two sons who have
shouldered arms in the defence of their country.

deaf to the urgent claims of destitute humanity. It is an
honour and privilege to be able to help a nation that, from
its gallant King to its humblest peasant, preferred death
to the yoke of German dominion. The reward of Belgium
will come in the fulness of time, and every tear of every
Belgian widow will be reckoned in the price that Germany
must pay for the treachery and presumption that sent
feeble women and helpless children into the world homeless

A scene in the retreat from Antwerp. It was a sore ordeal for Belgium to yield
up her most strongly fortified city, but it was a choice of the lesser of two evils,
the alternative being the prospect of having her army surrounded and captured.

Holland was the near goal of the hapless populace of Antwerp
when driven from their homes by the German advance. A Dutch
soldier is here shown helping an Antwerp family across the frontier.

During this forced " flitting " of a Belgian refugee family,
a British warrior made friends with the children and helped
them on their way to the shelter of neutral Holland.
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—the Pitiable Plight of the Belgian People

The Dutch have preserved their neutrality, but their hearts go cut to the
victims of Germany, and they have lent their aid practically and ungrudg—
ingly. Here we see some Dutch soldiers looking after Belgian children.

An old Belgian peasant and his wife who found
asylum in London. Notice the label on his coat.
telling hie destination, as he could not speak English,

A group of well—to—do Belgian refugees who had to feed on
turnips taken from the fields as they left Ghent for Ostend before
crossing to England.

Bound for England and British hospitality. The Red Cross
whip is taking Antwerp refugees from Ostend, and the passengers
on a cross—channel steamer are cheering her as they pass.

These Dutch soldiers in Putten, one of the villages of Holland
lust over the Belgian frontier, are assisting the old women and
children—refugees who have crossed from Antwerp.
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Are We Too Kind to Our German Prisoners ?

German prisoners in Britain have a life of ease, occupying their time by playing cards and leap-frog. But British captives in
Germany are made to work for their food, and are here shown digging trenches under the surveillance of armed guards.

IS the kindness we have been showing
prisoners
misguided ?
British prisoners of war in the Kaiser's
dominion are not having an easy
time. They are made to dig trenches
and do other hard manual labour ;
the deficiencies in their clothing are
made up in very rough-and-ready
fashion ; the German public, particularly the feminine portion of it,
is warned not to show them any
sympathy. Contrast this with the
treatment meted out to German
prisoners in our own concentration
camps.
Their life is one of ease and
enjoyment. Cards and leap-frog keep
them from being dull. They can
organise concerts, the music being
provided by their own band, and
1 German

With the approach of cold weather, German
prisoners at Frimley, Surrey, were supplied with
extra blankets, and are shown carrying them.

This little English girl, kindly or misguided, whichever you prefer, presented chocolate
to the men whose comrades—nay, perhaps these very men—have been criminally
assaulting and cutting off the hands of little girls like herself in Belgium and France.

during the time when young British
patriots, who had thrown up good
positions and comfortable homes to
join Lord Kitchener's army, were
suffering from an insufficiency of
blankets, the prisoners had enough
and to spare. Their chuckles over
such soft treatment must surely be
mixed with sneers..
Local residents at Frimley presented
them with chocolates and cigarettes
and filled their water-bottles with beer.
What would our brave lads in the
firing-line, what would some of our
wounded in the hospitals, what would
idle maimed and permanently disabled
Belgian non-combatants say to such
flabby sentimentality ?
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With the German Army in the Field

On the Franco—German frontier the feeding arrangements of the Kaiser's forces are entirety satisfactory, this picture showing a
well—equipped German field bakery near a railway—siding in the little French village of Conflans, about twenty miles from Metz.

The trenches of the opposing armies along the Aisne were sometimes so near that men
could shout across to their enemies. A good view of a German trench is given here.
Protected from shell fire, some of the soldiers smoke and read while their comrades watch.

A German soldier draws a caricature
of General Jofire on a German train
that is labelled " Express to Paris."

The German soldiery favours tne style of hairdi essing that is enforced in our prisons—" a close crop ! " Left picture shows German
army barbers, possibly recalled from a barber's shop in Britain, at work upon their comrades. Right picture : German soldiers, having
broken into a country school—room, take the scholars' desks outside and turn them into luncheon tables.

The TVar illustrated, 24th October, 1914. -
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German Guns that Won't Trouble Mr, Atkins Again
war is seeing a class of import into Great Britain
THEthat
will find no place in the statistical returns of the
Board of Trade — captured German guns. While the
western theatre of war has not seen the huge captures
of guns that have been made by our Russian allies, still,
the number taken has been considerable, and makes our

men hungry for more. It was announced officially on September 2th that the'Third French Army at the Battle of
the Mai ne had captured the entire gun equipment of
German army corps, about 16o guns. On September Iall
Sir John French reported that the British, in one forward
movement, had taken ten guns and fifty transport waggons

Limber—waggons of German guns, with piles of ammunition lying round, abandoned by the retreating soldiers of the Kaiser
during the fighting along the Marne. The guns were captured by " French's contemptible little army," and will adorn the public
parks of Britain.

This trainload of captures German guns was photographed when about to be sent off to one of the Channel ports, for shipment
to Britain, as trophies of war and as concrete evidence of the success of our brave soldiers.
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"Servia Must Be Crushed " Says Berlin—Servia Smiles

Servia, spurred to great effort sod gallantry by the knowledge of
a just cause, has captured a multitude of Austrian prisoners.
The roll-call of one batch is here shown being held at Nisch.

A flied Cross nurse bathing the foot of a Servian soldier in a
palace that formerly belonged to the Turkish Sultan at Uskub.

Servian soldiers, wounded in Bosnia, arriving at Nisch. The
Servians have proved individually superior to their opponents.

Two wounded Servians take exercise in the hospital grounds
at Nisch, attended by nurses. The Servians are born fighters.

The War Illustrated, 24th October, 1914.
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Dogs and Birds that Help the Allied Armies
ANIMALS are playing an important and useful part in
the war. Many,- of the sturdy dogs, which in the clays of
peace dragged milk and other light carts through the quaint
Flemish streets, were commandeered and harnessed to the
quick-firing guns of the Belgian Army. Such a post of
honour has its dangers, and the loss among these docile
animals has been unfortunately severe, though not so drastic
as that inflicted on the German spy-dogs. The Germans
have trained dogs to trot up to opposing trenches and give
a warning bark if they are occupied. Our soldiers first
imagined this to be friendliness on the part of the animals
and petted them. Now they have realised its true intention,
and any dogs seen prowling on the battlefield are shot.
r—

Belgian dog-drawn machine-gun waiting for its regiment. The mortality among these brave dogs has bean unfortunately high.

The French war-dog Prusco, employed in carrying messages
from a motor-cycle scout to headquarters. This dog and his
companions have penetrated the enemy's lines on many occasions.

French trooper releasing pigeon with message for headquarters.
Germans in Britain are not allowed to own pigeons, owing to
the well-known information-carrying abilities of these birds.
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World-wide Echoes of the Clash of Arms

Mother Stavne, of Dormovu, , 1-1 Germany, was born In 1784,
and remembers Napoleon's retreat from Moscow As hiS
soldiers came near. she fled to the forest with her mother.

Belgian peasant removing his pets before his cottage at
Waelen was destroyed, along with many other buildings, to
clear the ground for the unsuccessful defence of Antwerp.

A Outch conscript,
"Good-bye, dearest, and good luck'"
called up before his time, bidding farewell to his sweetheart.
Dutch soldiers line the Dutch frontier to preserve strict
neutrality.

Now fighting together round the German naval fort of Tsingtao
—a British sailor with a fighting man of the Japanese Navy.
Germany never imagined that Japan would begin operations
against them..

The War Illustrated, 24th October, 1914,
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" It is Nothing, Messieurs ; it is for France "

Individual bravery shines bright in every war, and, to the credit
of twentieth—century manhood, it shines in undiminished bril—
liancy in the present campaign. One of our artists here depicts
the heroic conduct of a wealthy Paris merchant who continued

during a long day under a perfect hail of German fire to carry
French wounded into safety. He was awarded a medal for
personal bravery in the field. When congratulated on his bravery
he answered modestly, " It is nothing, messieurs ; it is for France."

of Heroism on the Battlefield

91 rs, \\ interbottom, the .sine,:i..an wile of a British °the
raced her car
tbio nth two p Bee of shell-swept road in order to transl
some wounded
Beljan soldiers from out of the A nty erp fort-, irto the city. She
succeeded in her .laring errand and went throulh unscathed.

14eOrges An ire, otw ut lira tire's best
athletes a,.1 a RouLv Internationa ,
iapture.1 a German standard in Lorraine,
and wan decorltet1 for his exploif.

• —
Private J. St a mirk, of the dud Barham
Light Infantry, recommended for the
Victoria Cross for saving four lives tinder
terrific fire at the Battle of the Aisne.

1

The breeds id men that fought on both sides ui tile Ming-line at 55 aterloo
and at Balaclava have not deteriorated. 'tide war has more titan its share
0. instances of individual heroism. an.' only a very small number of them
will ever be recoraed. One wounded soldier from the battles of France
has stated that it would be a shame to select men for Victoria Crosses when
every man deserves a Victoria Cross
These three photographs are of three heroes. On the left is Captain
IN esteroff, the first Russian aviator to loop the loop, who charged a German

aviator !lox emu over the Russian lines, killing the enemy, and meeting his
own death, the centre photograph is General Illanour. yof the French
Army. decorated for having saved the kites of two private soldiers dnring
the Battle of the Marne. awl the man on the left is Lieutenant Dawes, of
the Royal Flying orps, who has been decorated with the 1 egion of Honour
for distinguished bravery. He was reported missing for three days, during
which dime he was hiding with some comrades in a wood surrounded by
Germans, afterwards swimming the ricer and reaching the British lines again

HOW THE WAR WAGES
The Deadlock on the Aisne
October t5th, a full month after the retreating
ON Germans
made their stand by the River Aisne, the
position of affairs on this part of the battle-front was almost
unchanged. In four weeks the allied armies had only
advanced one mile or two, taking the first earthworks
of the invader. Far, however, from the Battle of the
Aisne being over, the new positions of the enemy at the
middle of October seemed to be stronger than their first
lines. They showed no signs of yielding ground in their
new open-air fortress.
*
ALL along the front the bombardment continued day
and night, the opposing guns throwing shells at each
other across the river valley, and changing shell for shrapnel
when a movement of the hostile infantry was noticed.
The troops, for the most part, sprawled or crouched in
muddy holes in the earth, getting an occasional shot at
a very cautious enemy. Neither guns nor rifles did much
harm. An attack of muscular rheumatism was the chief
danger in the allied trenches, while enteric fever ravaged
the foul German earthworks.
*
The Struggle Round Verdun
MEANWHILE the German army, that had been brought
up to the strength of a million and a half of men, was
endeavouring to make new use of its enormous train of
siege artillery. The strong line of French fortresses on
the eastern frontier, from Verdun to Toul and Belfort,
was assailed on the Meuse by an army from Metz and by
_ the army of the Crown Prince in the Forest of Argonne
in the north. But the French had been taught a lesson
by the unexpected fall of their fortress at Maubeuge. Their
great eastern fortresses were practically abandoned ;
the garrisons constructed new earthworks, like those on
the Aisne, far in advance of their forts, moving many of
their guns out into hidden shelters under the open air.

A

CHAIN of eastern fortifications, with movable artillery
behind them in concealed positions, stretched from
Switzerland to the province of Picardy in Northern France.
All this was an immense advantage to General Joffre.
He was able to fight as Wellington did from the lines of
Torres Vedras, in the Peninsular War. He had, moreover,
something like two million men along the front, with another
million or more Territorial reserves.
At Verdun and other critical points scattered masses
of his troops operated in advance of their lines, and defeated
all the German attempts to envelop the forts. In the
Forest of Argonne and along the heights of the Meuse,
between Verdun and Toul, the French mountain troops
fought continually amid the trees and rocks, in a fierce,
wild, irregular kind of warfare, in which the dash, skill
and initiative of the French soldier told heavily against
the docile, over-disciplined German trooper. By the
middle of October thousands of Germans had been
ambushed or outflanked round Verdun and between Verdun
and Toul. The invaders were farther away from the frontier
barrier than they had been in August.
*
*
*
The Advance into Belgium
THE strongest point in the German front was the angle
near Compiegne, xilere the. Aisne flows into the
Oise. Within this angle Kluck could shift his forces
rapidly from one side to the other, while the allied
commanders had to bring their troops slowly over a larger
distance round the outside of the angle. This, therefore,
was the region in which the German general made his
fiercest, swiftest attempts to pierce the allied line.
towns and villages north of Compiegne became
THEplaces
of constant call for both Germans and French.
Usually he Germans paid the first visit.. Their cavalry
and airmen came to see if the way were clear. If not,
the gunners cleared the way and the infantry advanced
Then, from a neighbouring hill, the 3 in. French quickfirers played on the infantry, while the heavier guns,

•
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THE STORY OF THE
GREAT CONFLICT
TOLD WEEK BY WEEK

somewhere on the horizon, shelled the German batteries.
When the German guns were beaten the German army
retired into its holes. By the middle of October the swaying movement of attack and counter-attack at the
strongest point in the German front appeared to have been
firmly settled by a French victory all round the perilous
angle. Only a large reinforcement of good quality could
have enabled General Kluck to resume the offensive.
however, was retained by General Joffre.
THEHeoffensive,
moved many of his best troops from south of Lille
into Belgium on a great turning movement that threatened at first Kluck's right wing. Early in October, Kluck
countered the blow. The British army was then moved
from the Aisne into Belgium. There linked with the Indian
troops and the French, it drove back the Germans and
reached the lovely old Flemish city of Ypres on October r4th.
*
*
The Adventures of the Belgian Army
AD the first attempt to envelop Kluck been as vigorously pressed as was the later advance on Ypres,
the Belgian army in Antwerp might have stood their
ground, for the services of the German forces besieging
the Flemish river port would have been urgently needed by
General Kluck. As it was, the Germans were able to
support their great siege howitzers, firing from Malines on
the Antwerp forts, by four army corps, while another
50,000 men moved eastward from Brussels to block the
retreat of the Belgian army between Ghent and Antwerp.

H

IT was this blocking movement, effected on Thursday,
October 8th, that brought about the downfall of
Antwerp. The defending army, reinforced by three
brigades of British Marines and sailors with naval guns,
could still have held back the assailers for some time
longer. But as General Joffre could not guarantee an
immediate advance towards Ghent, King Albert decided
to ensure the safety of his army at the expense of Antwerp.
*
ON the night of Thursday, October 8th, the main body of
Belgian and British forces crossed the Scheldt under
the protection of the torts still firing on that side of the
town. Then began in the darkness, lighted by the flaming
suburbs of the falling stronghold, the great march to the
sea. Up to Sunday, October nth, rearguard fighting
occurred to the east of Ghent. Some 20,000 Belgian
soldiers, including 2,000 British troops, were misled by a
spy, and escaped surrender only by crossing into Holland
and laying down their arms. But the main allied forces
arrived weary but intact at Ostend with their guns.
*
*
HE main army of Germans in Belgium lost much valuable time by parading in triumph through the empty
streets of Antwerp. Though they afterwards moved on
Ghent, collecting roo,000 men there for a sweep eastward
towards Calais, the plan was carried out too slowly. By
October 12th. the Al.ies had turned and opened battle
round Ghent, and Anglo-French forces were occupying Ypres.

T

*

*

The Mighty Clash of S'av and Teuton
IN the eastern theatre of the Great War the German
advance on Warsaw was suddenly checked on Tuesday,
October r3th. The Germans were only ten miles from the
old Polish capital when the Russians attacked on the left
bank of the Vistula and drove their enemies back for
thirty miles. Ten million men were reported to be under
the Russian colours. Their front stretched across Poland,
following the course of the Vistula, then bent down towards
the Austrian frontier, and extending along the Carpathian
mountains into Hungary. Behind this front were vast
bodies of reserves. The Germans have in Russian Poland
four great armies that began to advance on September
27th by different routes, converging to the point at which
a decisive blow was to be struck. This point was Warsaw.
At the same time a large German-Austrian force operating
from Cracow endeavoured to reconquer Galicia. Under
such circumstances the hugest of human conflicts began.

